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Hoke among
individuals
for judge's post

Major differences to occur

Corporate shuffle to result
in changes for Bell customers

Charles Hoke of Murray will be
among several individuals considered as a Court of Appeals
replacement for First District
Judge Roy N. Vance on Nov. 29,
when the Judicial Nominating
Committee gathers in Frankfort.
Vance, who defeated incumbent
Judge Boyce Clayton, Benton, for
a seat on the Kentucky Supreme
Court, is scheduled to vacate his
current position Jan. 3.
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr., will
appoint a replacement following a
recommendation of three candidates for the position. The
nominating committee is slated to
solicit nominations and applications of which three will be
presented to Brown. The appointee will serve throughout the
final year of Vance's term at
which time all seats on the Court
of Appeals will be elected.
According to a spokesman for
the governor's office, the position
is hoped to be filled as soon as
possible after Jan. 3.

Chamber sets
membership
luncheon
"Labor Relations, How It Affects Your Community" will be
the topic of the quarterly membership meeting Friday of the Ambassadors Committee of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Judge William Fuqua of
Russelville will be the featured
speaker. He has been outstanding
in his role as a volunteer in the industrial development -field and
labor relations.
The "dutch treat" luncheon at
the Colonial House will begin at
noon and will conclude at 1:15
p.m. Cost is 64.25.
The Ambassadors Committee is
chaired by David King. Chamber
Executive Vice President Bill
Teuton urged all Chamber
members and interested persons
to attend.

Theatre auditions
end tonight

Vapors,C.ripsaw= Squad
MAJOR DAMAGE —
was able to save a house Sunday night although it suffered major
damage from a fire of unknown origin. The two-story frame structure, located on Highway 94 East near the Highway 464 intersection,
was owned by Martin Wells, squad reports said. Calloway County
Sheriff's Office and Murray Police Department assisted the squad.
(See other fire stories on Page 2.)
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

Two buses may be chartered
for MHS-Tompkinsville clash

Auditions for the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre production of "A
After ending in a three-way tie for the First District, Class A footChristmas Memory" will be held
ball championship, Murray High School has qualified for the state
for the final time tonight from 7
playoffs beginning with a game Friday at Tompkinsville.
p.m. until 9 at the Playhouse in the
The 7:30 p.m. contest will feature host Tompkinsville, winner of the
Park.
Second District with a 7-4 mark, and Murray, boasting a 6-5 record
The play will be under the directhis season.
tor of professional actress
According to MHS Principal Bill Wells, tickets for the game will be
Kathryn Lea Ballard and will be
23 at the gate. The only advance tickets sold at a discount will be $2
performed Dec. 2-4 and 9-11. Ms.
each for MHS students only.
Ballard calls it "a happy,touching
Fan buses and a pep rally are being organized at Murray High in
story of the kind of childhood
preparation for the regional playoff game.
memory 'that makes Christmas
Although details have yet to be ironed out, Wells said possibly two
special to all of us. We are plannbuses would be chartered to carry Murray fans. At least one bus will
ing a special _evening for the whole ' be arranged by the Murray Tiger Athletic Booster Club, presided by
family."
Jerry Key.
Actors of all ages and types are
A pep rally will be open to the public Thursday in the MHS gymbeing sought and production
nasium at 2:40 p.m.
chairman Kathy Pasco is seeking
For those wishing to attend the game, via private transportation,
volunteers for help with costumes,
Tompkinsville High School Principal Prentice Stanford offered this
lighting, make-up, set construcroute as the easiest from Murray:
tion, properties and special arTake Highway 68 to Bowling Green then outside Bowling Green
rangements. Further information
pick up the Cumberland Parkway to Glasgow. From Glasgow,follow
is available by calling 759-1752.
Highway 63 south to where 83 and Highway 100 merge. Highway 100
goes directly into Tompkinsville.

fair tonight
Tonight fair and mild with
lows in the mid 40s. Light
winds. Tuesday partly sunny
and continued warm with highs
in the low to mid 70s.
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WOW the new arrangement, said
month noteed of one, McAllister
By DICNLSE FITZPATRICK
McAllister. Those who now rest said
Ameciated Press Writer
South Central Bell phones can buy
The resheffling of AT&T should
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) —
Some ma* differences in the them from the company or can net by itself raise telephone rates.
way they get their telephone per- begin renting their phones from be said Any future rate increases
American Bell be said.
will come -became of the usual
vice will soon be noticed by about
Customers
reasons
will
like higher costa," he
continue
to
have
750,009 Kentucky customers of
the option Of buying their phones said.
South Central Ben.
But Katherine Randall of the
American Bell, a new sub from independent manufacturers
such as Sears and Radio Shack, he
Kentucky Public Service Comenhisidiary of the American
awn said her agency will monitor
Telephone & Telegraph Co., will said.
There
will
also
be
South
some
Central Bell during the tranchanges
be renting telephones to some
in how South Central Bell sition
Kentucky phone customers.
"We're concerned that our Bell
Others who live in unall towns customers are billed, said
McAllister.
company come out of this as a
may be able to sign up for longIn the past, companies such as strong and viable company, and
distance calling services such as
MCI have been barred from prowe're concerned that rates don't
MCI and Sprint for the first time.
go up 100 much," she said
viding
long-distance
service
betThose are some of the changes
ween cities in the same state But
A new holding campany is being
taking place as 21 Bell Telephone
that
restriction
will
be
lifted
fanned
when
to administer the new
companies across the nation
the transition is complete, and South Central Bell. Shereheidere
break away from AT&T and form
alternative companies will likely In AT&T will not lose any stork.
their own independent corporabsiexpanding to new areas.
said McAllister
tions.
A South Central Bell customer
However, since the assets of
One of those firms is South Cenwho
also
takes
a
service
such
AT&T
are being divided. value of
as
tral Bell, a utility based in BirmMCI and begins renting his the stock will be spread evenly
ingham, Ala., that sells telephone
telephone from American Bell among the different Bell
service to 5.5 million customers in
telephone companies.Its said
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, may get three separate bills each
Louisiana and Miesissippi.
"It's all very complicated,"
said company spokesman Roy
McAllister, who added that
customers in 73 Kentucky counties
will be among those affected by
the shuffle.
South Central Bell has started a
new program called "Let's Talk"
to explain AT&T's reorganization
to customers, he said. More than
1,000 people a week have been
calling the company's toll-free
number, 1-1100-5564000, with quer,
*NIL
"We are making a monumental
effort to see that the transition
goes smoothly," he said. "Our
goal is make it hardly noticable to
our customers."
In January, AT&T agreed to
divest itself of all its local
telephone companies by 1964. In
return, the federal government
dropped its seven-year-o/d antitrust case against the corporate
giant.
Fierce competition in the
JUNIOR OLYMPICS — Fourteen Calloway county youth qualified
telecommunications industry is
for
the national regionals in cross country by competingin ths aims
expected to follow the move, said
meet in Louisville, Saturday. The 14 local qualers, ceischad by
McAllister.
Calloway County High School cross country coach Jima Nis, were
Because AT&T has been
(front row,from left) Scott Nix, Timmy Manning, Pam Kalght,Sanordered to get out of the equipdy Smith, (second row) Mark Charlton, Mark Thorn, Kris Miller,
ment leasing business, it is
Melissa Miller, Jeanne Rule, (beck row) Joe Plerceall, Barry
creating a new subsidiary,
Knight, Mike Wicker, Mark Thorn and Jeff Smith. The qualifiers will
American Bell, to render that serattend the national regionals, Sunday. Nov. 21, in Hammond.Ind.
vice, he said.
South Central Bell will no longer
be leasing phones to customers

Olive house fire
kills two women
An early morning house fire
near the Marshall County community of Olive has resulted in the
death of two women.
According to a spokesman close
to the scene, the fire broke out at
approximately 4 a.m. with the
women inside.
The victims names were
unavailable at press time.
Local authorities remained at
the scene investigating the incident.

Calloway speech team wins again
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team returned
home Saturday from the Harrison
County High Hopes Speech Tournament with another victory.
The Laker speech team recorded 209 points to capture first place
sweepstakes. Jessimine County
came in second with 183 points,
Montgomery County recorded 88
points for third and Built Central
finished fourth with 86 points.
Thirteen competitors advanced
to the final round for Calloway, of
which 10 placed.
Those placing for Calloway
County were: Mark Cooper, first
place, storytelling; Sherri Mills,
second place, and Molly Imes.
third place, dramatic interpretation; Alan Miller, second place,
humorous interpretation; Allen
McClard, first place and Lori
Burkeen, third place, original
oratory; Kenneth Futrell, first
place and Mcaard, second place,
extemporaneous speaking; Mills
and Imes, first place, duet acting;

WINNERS AGAIN — The Calloway County Sigh School speech
team was the sweepstakes winner at Harrison County Hopes Speech
Tournament.
and Mike Keeling, fourth place, travels to the Trigg County InvitaLincoln-Douglas Debate.
tional Tournament Saturday and
to Bullitt Central Nov. 19-20. The
Others making it to the final
Laker team will also be continuing
rounds were Lori Yarbrough,
their citrus fruit sales for
Jana Hopkins, Richard Dowdy,
December orders until Dee, 6.
Karen Adams and Mark Bazzell.
Anyone wanting to buy fruitinay
Calloway competed against 25 contact Larry England at 753-9459
of the Calloway County High
schools from Kentucky and Ohio.
The Calloway speech team School.

CCHS qualifies 14 runners
for regional Olympic meet

By JIM RECTOR
Sports PAW
Fourteen of 72 Calloway County cross country runners qualified for
national regional competition after running in the state meet in
Louisville Saturday.
One team comprised of Mark Charlton, Scott Nix, Mark Thorn and
Jeff Smith placed first in the state in the Junior Olympics 13-14 yearold boys division.
"I'm really surprised we qualified 14 for the national regionals,"
said Calloway County High School cross country coach Jim Nix, who
also heads the local Junior Olympics program. "The competition
was the best I've seen in three years of going to the state meet, but
our kids did very well and really surprised rne."
The 14 qualifiers will travel to Hammond. Ind., near Chicago,
where they'll compete against Junior Olympic athletes from Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio. Michigan, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia on Sunday, Nov. 21.
The qualifiers from the Nov. 21 meet will advance to the national
meet in Kansas in December.
''Two years ago we didn't qualify anyone for the national regionals
and last year we qualified four. This year it's 14 so it looks Wm we're
moving right along," Nix said.
Among the local qualifiers who ran at Louisville's Seneca Park,
Saturday, were runners in six different categories. The runners
could compete ass team or as individuals.
The top-ranked team among the Calloway Countians was the 13-14
year-old boys running a 4,000 meter race.
Individually they finished with Charlton taking second place
overall (13:50, Nix placing seventh ( 14:36 ), Thorn 10th 15 20) and
Smith 17th (17:211).
Other Calloway qualifiers and their individual results are as
follows:
Girls 11-12 years-old — Pain Knight fourth overall on 3,000 meter
course (12:05); Melissa Miller sixth (12:2S); Sandy Smith 111th
(15:02).
Girls 13-14 years-old — Kris Miller 13th on 4,000 meter course
(17:54),.Girls 16-16 years-old — Jeanne Rule seventh on 5.000 meter course
(26:20).
Boys 15-16 years-old — Barry Knight sixth on 5.000 meter course
(16:47); Mark Thorn ninth 17 zit,: Timrny Manning 15th IS .021.
Boys 17-11 years-old — Mike Wicker fifth on 5,000 meter course
(17:33); Joe PierceaU 1211,(20:34).
Over 450 Kentucky youth competed in Saturday's Junior Olympic
state meet
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nmates not expected to like changes
EDDYV1LLE, Ky. (AP) — Recent beeftWillONItil at the century
old Eantugity State Penitentiary
might oath* current national
prim standards, but prison officials don't expect the changes to
make inmates happier.
A decade ago, the maximumsecurity stone fortress in Lyon
County was known as one of the
worst institutions of its kind in the
nation, said Prison Superintendent Al Parke.
Parke is using a 16-step, $10
million plan of improvements to
try to win accreditation from the
National Commission on Accreditation of Corrections, an independent, non-profit organization. The plan, funded with appropriations by the 1980 and 1982
state legislatures, is 75 percent to
80 percent complete.
Parke, superintendent of the institution for less than two years,
said prisoners aren't happy with
some changes including a
urinalysis testing program,
designed to help control the use of
illegal drugs, and an increase in
control measures for other contra-

Boy Scouts conduct
autumn paper drive

TO APPEAR — Hiermaim's Royal Liptuan Stallions will appear at 4:30 p.m. and 8 Tuesday and Wednesday in the West Kentticky Livestock and Exposition Center. The white stallions also will be displayed for
public viewing from noon to 3:30 p.m. and 6:30 to 7:30 the days of the show. Advance tickets will $6.50 for
adults and $3.60 for students. Tickets at the doors will be $1 more.

Boy Scout Troops 13, 45, and 77
will have an old newspaper drive
on Saturday as a fund-raising and
conservation activity, according
to Steve Robinson, senior patrol
leader of Troop 77.
Robinson said "Conservation
plays a big role in the Scouting
program and is a vital part of the
Outdoor Code, which is the
Scouting attitude toward nature
and the out-of-doors. The collection of papers helps Scouts and the
public to be more aware of saving
our nation's natural resources."
Person who have.papers should
call 753-3824 or753-2553 and give
their name, address and location
of the papers. Only newspapers
can be collected. No magazines or
booklets will be accepted. It is
helpful if the papers are tied in 18inch high stacks; however loose
papers will be collected.

band.
"Probably three out of 10
prisoners don't like what we are
doing," Parke said. "We are approaching this on a broad
in the interest of better maims
for all, but some inmates
lder
what we are doing to be disruptive
and unwelcome.
-Changes are hard to bring
about, especially here. But our
program will make this a better
Institution ... one of the best in the
nation. We still will have contraband, stabbings, assaults and
perhaps slayings. Those seem inevitable in a prison. But the potential for them can be reduced by

what we are doing," Parke said
A sew dining room has been
opened for the prison-industry
area, outside the stone walls, so
working prisoners do not have to
return inside the walls for noon
meals. A new shakedown area has
been added to the industrial section for greater contraband control.
Some of the 900 inmates housed
at the prison helped bring about
the improvements by winning a
consent decree, signed by U.S.
District Judge Edward Johnstone,
that required major improvements in housing and other
conditions.

Murray forensic team claims
honors in Pennsylvania meet
Members of the Murray State tion and teamed with freshman
University forensic team took Lisa Heussner of Pekin,Ill., to win
fifth-place honors at competition fourth in duo interpretation.
last weekend at Bloomsburg State
Jeff Turley, senior from Cadiz,
University in Bloomsburg,Pa.
teamed with junior Kim Reed of
Over 20 schools from 12 dif- Paris, Tenn., for fourth in duo inferent states participated in the terpretation and Randy Mayfield,
three-day meet.
sophomore from Paducah, was
Michael Hardin, sophomore seventh in impromptu speaking.
from Russellville, led the Murray
The win in Pennsylvania follows
Speakers with a first-place award a second-place victory at West
in oratory. Hardin also won Florida University in Pensacola,
foillth-place in poetry interpreta- but was more satisfying to assistant director of forensics Lee
Wright."We usually do well in the
south," said Wright, "but Pennsylvania is,new ground for us and
The Murray State Rodeo Club
we did very well." MSU surpassed
will be holding its annual fall such schools as Penn State,
Rodeo, Nov. 18-20. As in the past, Hofstra, Queens College, Rutgers
there will be a mini-rodeo on Tues- and Dartmouth enroute to the win.
day, starting at 11 a.m. at the ExThe team's next competition
position Center.
will be at the Ohio Valley ConThe mini-rodeo will feature
ference Championships at Austin
Murray State rodeo team
Peay State University in
members demonstrating each of
Clarksville, Tenn.
the events which will take place at
the rodeo that weekend. They will
use regular rodeo stock complete
with bulls, horses, calves, goats,
and steers. Following the
A two-car accident near the indemonstration of events a short
press conference will be held to tersection of Highway 1828 left
answer any questions. After the three people injured, according to
Kentucky State Police Informapress conference there will be a
tional Officer Richard Wright.
free luncheon held in the meeting
Ila M. Davenport; 74, Rt. 2,
room of the exposition center for
Hazel, was southbound on U.S.
all attending the mini-rodeo.
641. As she was attempting a left
turn she pulled into the path of a
northbound vehicle driven by Bill
E. Kentner, 23, of Indiana.
1828.
Kentner, and two passengers in
Ten men with Age
, ipjs his.XYNCIc:Norn144, 39, and
ir
Iresponded add *ere 'assisted by daughter, Debra, 9, were admitthe Calloway County Sheriff's Of- ted to the Murray-Calloway Counfice.
ty Hospital in stable condition.
A field fire Saturday afternoon
Mrs. Davenport was treated and
burned one-half acre of unused
released.
land four miles west of Murray on
The accident, which occurred at
the Butterworth Road off approximately 2 p.m. Thursday,
Highway 94. Five men with one
was investigated by Trooper Joe
truck responded.
Oakley.

Fall rodeo slated

Two-car accident
hospitalizes three

Fire damages body shop, greenhouse
1911

Fire taaHy Sunday morning'resulted in major damage to a
kreenhtuse
tniftbr daYntege to
Joe Pet Thweatt's adjacent body
shop.
According to Paul Lyles of the
Calloway County FirerRescue
Squad, it was not determined in
which building the fire started.
The structures are located two
miles north of Almo on Highway

BAKE SLOWLY
AT 212°F.
COOL ON WIRE RACK.

That's part of our unique formula for making your prescription lenses the most durable and precise available
anywhere. We heat every plastic lens in a special oven,and
allow it to gradually return to room temperature. Very few
labs take this extra step because it's so time-consuming.
But we wouldn't think of leaving it out, because it releases
stress that builds up in a lens when it's ground. If allowed to
remain,that stress could weaken your lenses,or make them
prone to structural changes that could actually alter your
prescription.
For information on all the other extra steps we take,and
why they can make a real difference to you, stop by any
Southern Optical fora free copy of our booklet,"Extra Steps
to Excellence."

godliest,
opligat

Your real value in better vision.
Eyewear • Contact Lenses

HOT OFF THE STOVE — Jim Middleton,food service manager at the Murray Calloway County Hospital,
Inspects some of the 1,100 additional meals prepared by the hospital personnel last week. Due to extensive
construction at the Westview Nursing Home,the hospital offered their facilities for the food preparation. The
meals was kept properly heated in insulated containers, commented Middleton. "Hot food is kept hot, and
vice versa, the cold food is kept cold," be said. Assisting Middleton are Glenda Henson,(left) dietary aid and
Glenda Timmerman,morning shift cook.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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Livestock market
LOUISVILLE. Ky
USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
30/0; slaughter steers 50-1.00 higher:
hiders 1.40-1.50 higher, cows and bulls
steady; limited slaughter calves and
welders steady. feeders opening steady
Slaughter steers Choice 2-4 1050-1335
lbs. 56.50-69.90. good and choke 11001150 lbs. 5400.50 56, utility and commercial 3 145-1430 Its. 50 75-52 00,
slaughter heifers Choke 3-4 1125-10115 lbs
56.10-57 110; good and choke 2-3 710-100
lbs. 527546.54; standard and good 1-2
1100-1250 lbs. 50.00-52.00
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 35.110
27.03: utility 1-3 34.50-3900. high dressing individeals 3950-4100, cutter 1-2
21.0041.01; canner and cutter under 100
Ms 4.00-3210, slaughter bulls grade 1
14001050 Ms 5200-53.50; grade 1-21100..
1654 lbs 46 50-5050; lose yielding Usdividus Ls down to 42.50: smell lot choice
3 1000 lb Bullocks 49.70: choke 110300
lb realer, 54 3046.03: good and cbesee
706445 lb calves 42.5640 10.
Feeder steers medium frame 1 300

500 lbs 57 25-62 60. 500-700 Lbs. 57 0064.50, large frame 1 650-790 lbs 55.0661.75: 000-1075 lbs 5473-51.09, small
and medium frame 12 100500 lbs 54005000. 500-700 Ito 52 00-511.00: large
frame 2 mostly Holsteins 35040 lbs
43 00-52 013. 500-700 lbs 46.0040 75. 71161007 be
0041.50, medium frame 1
bull calves 225-500 to 50 00-56 00
Heifers medium frame 1, 300400 lbs
45 00-51 50: fleshy offerings down to
4300. 410400 lbs 47.2543.50; 500-735
lbs 45 0341 50: medium frame 2, 300
500 lbs
00-411 04: 500425 lb' 41 004.00
Hogs KO. barrows and gilts 25-50
lower: 1-2 730-350 lbs 5373-6390. 2213250 lbs.53.51143.75. 2-3 246410 Ito 530033 50: 3 256-300 lbs 510643.00, sows
firm to 50 Maher. 1-2 430450 lbs 52.110.
5240: 550450 lbs 5210-53.50: 3 and
mechum 325-400 Ito 4790-41 60. 4410-560
Lbs. 41 0049 50, boors over 306 lbs.
46.00.
Sheep IL untested

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service Monday. NovemberL 11190
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Melodeon Baying Stations
Receipts Aft 4152 Est_ 401 Barrow'I Gilts
folly kllower Sows 50-1 50 higher
.
US 1-2 2111-34
852 75-52 56
01.754315
US 7 YA-24 But
00175-5135
LIS Malba
41 7541 75
us 2-3 14-TM
Sows
02.04490
US I-2 270-3111it
US 1-3 31141•Ills.
410.450
US 1-3 410010114.
02.1047.90
US5114116a
$0.111/4.*sow U.S.
US 1431141101
02-00.4300
Bean 46-43

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED B,

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
KLINT KELLY -- MAYFIELD KY — 247-0673 Or'-800-592-
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Corporations consider
screening employees

A report from the congressional Office of
Technology Assessment indicates that major US.
corporations are interested in Milli 141111tie Screening of workers to determine predisposition to illnesses that might be caused by materials used in
the work place.
Presently,such tests are scientifically flawed and
provide little value in ascertaining whether certain
genetic traits predispose an individual to workrelated illnesses, but there is growing expectation
in industry that within 10 years all that will change.
That, in turn, will generate extremely troubling
ethical, legal and political problems.
Genetic screening has been useful in determining
if an individual carries a single gene for a disease
such as sickle-cell anemia. The single gene, known
as a trait, it regarded as harmless. It is only when
an individual carries two genes — one from each
parent — that the actual disease occurs. Genetic
screening is of enormous value, since knowledge of
the presence of a single gene can help in counseling
couples on the chance that an offspring will develop
the disease. However, genetic screening to determine an individual's susceptibility to work-related
illnesses has yet to be developed, though research is
ongoing and some geneticists believe that reliable
screening will be possible in the near future.
It's here where the ethical and political problems
begin to multiply. While learning to predict which
individuals are more likely to be harmed by exposure to certan substances can serve as a tool to
protect workers' health, it can also become a tool
for discrimination — denying someone a job or
blaming illness on what may be viewed as faulty
genes.
The question is, to what extent can an employee
be excluded due to a propensity to a particular
work-related illness and to what extent does an
employer have a responsibility to protect all
workers from hazards? If, as many believe, genetic
screening is refined to become common practice in
-r1 industry, there will be increasing pressure to shift
Ii the burden from the environment to the individual
or, worse, to ethnic groups associated with certan
genetic traits as black people are with sickle cell.
Given the recent advances in environmental protection and job opportunity, that will be a large step
backward.

agree or not

by sc. von mon

Borrowed funds not considered a violation
FRANKFORT — When does Kentucky constitutional prohibition of going into debt mare than $500,000 in
fiscal year, without vote of the people, become a violation?
Only in certain circumstances, the
Mate courts have ruled. Revenue
bonds have been the favorite vehicle
for the construction of highways (toll
free), parks and public buildings.
Voted bonds financed the interstate
roads.
Now, the attorney general has said
that borrowing money from the U.S.
Department of Labor to pay
unemployment claims is not a violation. More particularly, he says the
10 percent interest that must be paid
on funds borrowed since April 1, is
not a violation.
The logic is that the state's
unemployment insurance fund does
not come from general fund sources,
and neither will interest payments on
such borrowings.
John Cubine, commissioner,
Bureau of Social Insurance, says the
money is a debt of Kentucky
employers in the final analysis since
the money to finance unemployment
payments is derived from unemployment insurance charges made by the

state.
Federal funds are derived tram the
federal collections tor the same purpose from employer&
The interest on borrowed tends will
be paid from penalties and interest, a
separate fund, paid by Kentucky
employers who are late in making
their required payments.
Kentucky's unemployment insurance rate can vary from one to 10
percent, depending upon expiwience
of the individual employer
Employers pay only on the first
$8,000 of each employee's wages or
salary each calendar year. Thu& collectiixis are higher in the first haff of
a fiscal year.
Kentucky owed the Federal Labor
Department $131.8 million in borrowed funds as of June 30 and had received permission to borrow $18 million
April 8. Cubtne said Kentucky borrowed only 98,624,241.32 of the approved amount. This was paid back
Aug. 2, 1912, from current collections. The 10 percent interest on this
doens't have to be paid until the date
borrows again, although it still owes
the larger figure previsioualy dated.
of this amount, $95,721,000 has been
borrowed since Feb. 1, 1961.

1

Brass eating high on the hog

Here's some food for thought, The government
practically picks up the tab for high-ranking dinners at the Pentagon, Justice Department, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Department of Health and
Human Services and the Commerce Department.
Executive dining rooms at these Washington offices were selected this month by Sen. William Proxmire for his "Golden Fleece" award.
Taxpayers paid $1,814,400 last year to subsidize
six Pentagon dining rooms where the brass enjoy
chopped sirloin steak for $1.50. Similar deals are offered at the other agencies, where taxpayers pickup
as much as 92 percent of the tab.
Proxmire credits the departments of Energy and
Housing and Urban Development for eliminating
such subsidies. Golden Fleecers, take note.
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the censumer is going to pa) the bat
for be is the ultimate my yr on all
tams because taxes necessarily
must be passed along as•cod of doing bodinses_
Now,let's leek at the constitutional
misstlea.
The highway departmend mast dip
into its general fund money to meet
debt service an Kinducty's loll
reads. When MA dip into general
tund mosey allocated to them by the
stake to retire their budding debts
because rents or fees don't always
meet the cost.
TIM puts us up against Kentucky,
very restrictive constitution The
Kentucky Court of Appeals had to
write around the constitution in the
nut, 191111 to pay salaries above the
limit of $7.100 annually The landmark "rubber dollar" opinion was
iasued.
Nobody has challenged the attorney general's opinion on the
unemployment borrowing problem
But, if it should be challenged, what
would happen'
A man cannot tell a creditor he is
not responsible for a debt made by
his unemployed wife In effect, that Is
Is

h

what the attorneymartigeniernllai
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r Paul Bunyan wouldn't do this
so. Pacific Northwest timber companies hard hit by
'the nearly moribund house construction market,
want the federal government to bail them out.
Here's the story: two years ago the loggers signed contracts with the government to buy timber on
federal lands at the going price. But that price has
dropped, with the diminished demand for lumber
for construction, and the timber companies say if
they pay the two-year-old price, they'll take a loss.
They want Uncle Sam to forgive the contracts and
charge them today's lower rates for the lumber.
That sounds like a compassionate request. But if
the price of lumber had soared in the past two
years, do you think the lumber companies would
have asked to pay the new price?
Of course not. This is a case of business wanting
to go on welfare, and quite frankly, the government
can't afford to put the lumber industry on relief.
President Reagan opposes special interest
legislation, now before Congress, that would do
that, and so do we. In signing a contract, a business
should play by the rules of the free market. If it
guesses wrong, business, not the taxpayer, should
pay.
The pity is that the bad judgement of the bosses
will put workers out of jobs, and the taxpayer will
have to pay for their unemployment benefits. But
this is a matter of principle — those who would
make a profit must risk taking a loss.

Recently. the date asked minasvisa be berme more.
New, what happen it Kentucky
can't repay the loan& The Keetacky
legislature has two choices according
to Cubit& increase the rate or reduce
the weekly unemployment
payments. The average payment hes
now increased to $118 weekly as opposed to the average $1116 about •
year ago. The maximum weekly
benefit is $140 in Kentucky. The rate
varies by states.
If this doesn't meet the debt, the
Federal Government can then raise
Its rate to get the money
Broadening the perspectiv
mileX the
federal level, Michigan owes more
than $2 billion, and other states are
heavily in debt, chiefly the !manufacturing states, including Ohio and
Minnesota
Michigan's interest payment alone
can be $200 million per year.
What is likely to happen is that congreas will be asked to forgive this
debt if unemployment continuos at
the present rate or growth
Then, the rate must be levied
federally on all employers or the
money come from the general fund of
federal government. Any way it goes,
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looking back
Ten years ago
Apparently for the first time since
1880, a majority of Calloway Countans has voted for a Republican
presidential nominee, Richard M.
Nixon. Elected were Walter Dee
Huddleston, Democrat, as senator,
and Frank A. Stubblefield,
Democrat,as congressman.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
L. Williams, 81, and Mrs. Josie
Darnell,91.
Frances Mildred Armstrong,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Lee Armstrong, and Eugene Ray
Spillman, son of Mrs. Everett Ray
Spillman of Bardwell, were married
Oct. 10 at Williams Chapel Church of
Christ.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Knight, Nov. 3.
Carol Jewel, Susan Hopkins and
Paula Lyons of Murray High School
are pictured at Quad-State Festival
Chorus at Murray State University
on Nov.6.
Twenty years ago
The body of a premature white
baby boy, wrapped in plastic
material, was found in Cypress
Creek area of Kentucky Lake on the
morning of Nov. 6, according to
Henry County Sheriff Ralph Fields
and Coroner Eldon Graham.
Deaths reported include Loyd
Workman.
In the only local contested race in
General Election, Charles M.
Burkeen was elected as a member of
the Calloway County School Board
from the Almo-Faxon area.
Joe Overby and Mike McCasey of
Murray are members of the Campus
Lights Dancing Chorus of 1963. Lynda Nicks of Murray is choreographer
for the production.
W.D. Kelly, president of First
District Education Association, will
speak at annual meeting of Student
National Education Association at
Murray Woman's Club House
tonight.
Thirty years ago
The number of rabies cases among
dogs in Calloway County has reached
such proportions that the matter is of
great concern to Calloway County
Health Department and local officials, a spokesman said.

Patsy Rowland, senior, has been
elected as football queen at Murray
High School. Her attendants are
Mary Martha Street and Sandra Lancaster.
Pvt. Harold L. Wilkinson is serving
with the First Cavalry Division in
Japan.

Charles H. Stamps is a student in
School of Speech and Jerry Williams
in School of Music at Northwestern
University, Evanston, Ill.
Troy Glidewell and Mrs. Harlan
Hodges spoke at the meeting of the
Murray High School Groups of
Parent-Teacher Association.

open forum
By Steve Orders
1982's Outstanding
Disabled Veteran of the Year
Nov. 11 is a special day — Veterans
Day,a day set aside to honor the men
and women who have helped to protect the freedoms we all enjoy.
After Vietnam War wounds put me
In a wheelchair, I spent a lot of time
in Veterans Administration ( VA)
hospitals, but I was lucky because I
always had the support of my family
and friends.
Today there are nearly 90,000 men
and women in our VA hospitals,
many without close family or friends.
Some will be there for a long time.
These veterans need to know that
they're not forgotten, that people still
care.

That's why, in honor of Veterans
-Day, I ask you to visit a veteran at
your nearest VA hospital on Nov. 11.
Just drop by, say hello, make a
friend. It will make you — and a
veteran — feel better.
Perhaps the stories of a couple of
veterans I met on a recent visit to a
VA hospital will help explain why I.
as a representative of the Disabled
American Veterans, am asking you
to do something more than fly an
American flag on Nov. 11 this year.
Take Ed, who was a strapping
young man,loved by everyone, when
he went overseas in 1919. Then,
somewhere in the Argonne forest, a
German shell tore an arm off his
body.
Today, Ed's ticker is getting ready
to quit. At 85, he's outlived all of his
closest relatives and friends. Ed
tried to smile as he told me "The
younger people, they just don't have
time." Somehow it just escaped Ed
that I was two generations behind
him. Ed's alone, he's old, and he's dying.

Then there's Tony who,I'd say, has
many years ahead of him. But his old
high school buddies — now in their
middle 30s — have long since forgotten about him.
Sometimes Tony forgets things too,
due to the North Vietnamese
shrapnel lodged deep inside his skull
since that day,that year, Tony seems
unable to place. "Maybe my family
thinks I can't remember them, don't
notice when they don't come here so
much anymore," Tony told me.
Not every patient in our VA
hospitals has a story as gutwrenching as these. Some stories are
happier, some even sadder Only a
few patients have gone to the VA,like
Ed, to die. And, certainly, not all will
spend their lives walking up and
down the VA's wards like Tony.
But the theme of loneliness ... of being forgotten is common enough in
the lives of the veterans in ow VA
hospitals, common enough that we
should all take notice.
I don't need to explain why none of
us should allow Ed and Tony and
others like them to become forgotten
people. All of us owe a tremendous
debt to the men and women who have
fought America's wars, and all of us
know that.
It's a great idea to show you
remember the sacrifices these
veterans made by hanging a flag in
front of your home on Nov. 11. And
I'd really appreciate your attendance
at a parade or other Veterans Day
observance in your community.
But let's do a little more than that
this year. In honor of Veterans Day,
the Disabled American Veterans
urges you to drop in at the VA
hospital nearest you to visit just one
or two veterans. They need to be
remembered.

laYing

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems If you
have a question a problem or not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., Weat
Alexandria, Ohio 48101 You will
receive•prompt reply, but you must
include a seff-addreeeed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column
HEARTLINE. My father has had a
stroke and is almost totally paralyzed. We do hope for improvement of
his condition, but right now caring
for him is much like caring for a
baby. My mother is dead, so we have
moved Dad in with us I am the one
who takes care of him most of the
time. One thing which he has no control is waste elimination I have
washed him and changed his sheets
as much as seven times in one day
This is slowly wearing me out I
spoke to a woman at a home health
agency who told me that I could get
adult disposable diapers and I really
think this would help me a lot
However, we cannot afford them
unless Medicare will pick up some of
the cost. Will they' K. R.
ANSWER: Unfortunately, no This
type of item is considered to be more
of a convenience item. Also, in many
cases concerning what we consider to
be "medical items", Medicare considers them convenience items. Of
course, if they were, in fact, considered to be a medical item,
Medicare still wouldn't help pay for
them because they are not reusable
Under the circumstances,you
might consider buying a box of the
adult diapers and use them on days
when you have other things that You
have to do or on days when you are
tired or not feeling well.
HEARTLINE : We want to remodel
a room in our home and, from our
plans, the remodeling will be quite
extensive. We are retired and can't
afford to pay for anything that isn't
done right the first time We don't
know how to choose a company to do
the remodeling and need some expert
advise before we begin Do you have
any suggestions' J.F
ANSWER: Remodeling a home or
making any home improvements can
Involve a considerable investment.
Private contractors are not always
reliable or honest. It is essential,
therefore, that improvement projects be carefully planned before any
money is spent. For a free pamphlet
offering guidelines on building codes,
permits, selecting a qualified contractor, specifications for contract
writing, and tips on working with
your remodeler, write for "How to
Remodel," from the National Home
Improvement Council, 11 East 44 St.
New York. NY 10017
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Coming community events

KIWANIS OFFICERS — Installed as 198243 officers of Murray Rlwanis Club
at a recent Ladies Night meeting were, from left, Harold Everaneyer, vice
president, Marvin Mills, president, John Mikulcik, treasurer, and Durwood
Beatty, secretary. Arlie Scott, a charter member of Murray club and currently
lieutenant governor of Division 15 of the Kentucky-Tennessee District of Riwanis
International, installed the officers.

Monday, Nov.8
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m, at
club house.
Baptist Young Women
of Blood River Association will meet at 7 p.m. at
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Reserve
=
. or or ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at Marray Country
Club should be made by
today with Georgianna
Moffitt or Lynn Stout.
Second day of auditions
for "A Christmas
Memory" by Community
Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.
Jackson Purchase
Audubon Society will

Layette sale.
Everything baby needs
at terrific savings.
20% off.
Sale 3.40 Reg. 4.25. Cozy, soft polyester knit gown with drawstring
1
2.
bottom, mitten cuff. Infants' size /
Sale 64 Reg. $5. Versatile sleep 'n
play set. Brushed nylon for
newborns sizes 0-1.
Sale 6.39 Reg. 7.99. Fleecy footed
oversleeper has a little pet for trim.
od acryjicipp.lr Sig's,. Vs-4.
Sale 4.40 Reg. 5.50. Already gift
boxed, knit sacque and panty set.
Polyester for size /
1
2.
Sale 6.39 Reg. 7.99. 2-piece sleeper
with Pedig-bumper feet. Polyester
1
2-8.
for toddlers and infants'/
Sale 5.60 Reg. $7. Thermal crib
blanket of 100% Orlon@ acrylic with
nylon binding. 36x50".
Sale 2.87 Reg. 3.59. Short sleeve allin-one Pilucholt In cotton terry
prints and solids. S.M,L.
Sale 2.95 Reg. 3,69 Ultra-absorbent
five-panel training pant. Cotton/
rayon/olefin, M,L,XL sizes. White only.

BOBBY WOLFF
Tuesday, Nov.9
Tuesday, Nov.9
Monday,Nov.8
Kappa Department of United Methodist Church. "Success sterns to be
meet at 7 p.m. at Broadlargely a matter of hanging
way United Methodist Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
Circles of First United on after others have let go.
Church, Paducah.
Feather
house.
Methodist Church — William
Baptist Women and
Women
will
meet
as
Baptist Young Women or Murray Star Chapter
Westside Baptist Church No. 433 Order of the follows: Alice Waters at
will have separate Eastern Star will meet at Mayfield home, Bessie It takes some hanging on
Tucker with Mrs. Conrad
meetings at 7 p.m. at the 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
to assure 10 tricks in the
church.
Singles Class of Jones and Maryleona play of today's interesting
Seventh and Poplar Frost with Mrs. Walter E. game. A routine finesse is a
Tuesday, Nov.9
Mischke, Jr., all at 9:30
Murray • Duplicate Church of Christ will a.m., and Faith Doran at loser, a series of loser on
loser plays brings in the key
meet
at
7
p.m.
at
church
Bridge Club will play at 7
church at 2 p.m.
trick.
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. building.
West's competing double
Leo's Catholic Church. Murray TOPS (take off
Senior Citizens centers
a very
For information call 489- pounds sensibly) Club will be open at 9:30 a.m. after East shows
passing
prompoor
hand
by
2244 or 75318345.
will meet at 7 p.m. at at Dexter,from 10 a.m. to ises good cards and good
Returning Students Health Center.
2 p.m. at Hazel and distribution. North's redouUnited will meet from Alcoholics
nymous Douglas and from 10 a.m. ble describes values for a
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in is scheduled to meet at 8 to 3 p.m. at Ellis.
spade contract and South
Room 100, Ordway Hall, p.m. in western portion of
leaped directly to game,' not
Murray State University. Livestock and Exposition
Kentucky Lake wishing to defend.
Chapter of American West leads the heart king
Center.
Murray State
Association of Medical and shifts to a club at trick
Murray
Branch
of
Women's Society will
two. Dummy's ace wins and
have a coffee for society AAUW will meet at 7:15 Assistants will meet at declarer counts his tricks.
7:30
p.m.
in
third
floor
members only from 7:30 p.m. at home of Emily
He has seven trump winners
to 9:30 p.m. at home of Wolfson, 310 North 14th classroom of Murray- and two aces for a sure nine
Calloway County
Mrs. M.D. Hassell, 502 St.
tricks. Should he try the diaHospital.
South 16th St.
West Fork Baptist
mond finesse for trick No.
Bethel Baptist Bible Church WMU will meet at Murray Middle School 10?
Study is scheduled at 6 7 p.m. at church with PTO will sponsor annual If he does, the finesse losp.m. at homeof David and Gladys Gupton as "Back to School Night" es and there is no chance to
recover. West cashes a club
Aleshia Cunningham, Ut- hostess.
starting at 6:45 p.m. in and leads back the diamond
terback Road.
Poplar Spring Baptist school amditgriggi.
jack and the defense gets
Church WMU will meet at Homemakers clubs will two diamonds, a heart and a
12:30 p.m. for singing meet as follows: Subur- club.
0
,al THE tOrmst
practice and for program ban with Rachel Hendon
After winning dummy's
at 1:30 p.m. at church.
at 7 p.m.; Coldwater with club ace, declarer should
Groups of First Baptist Coteil Bazzell; New Pro- establish a sure winner in
Church Women will meet vidence wth Dorothy dummy's heart suit. The
"The Natural Way
heart jack is led from dumas follows: I with Mrs. Cook and Paris Road with my and declarer discards
To Lose Weight!"
Alice
Steely,
both
at
1
Noel Melugin at 9 a.m.
his losing club. West wins
and II with Mrs. Neva p.m.
and tries to cash a club but
Riggins at 2 p.m.
Faculty Recital by declarer ruffs and draws
Mothers Morning Out Brass Quintet and,Trio at two trumps, ending in
will be at 9 a.m. at First Murray State University dummy. Another heart is
led from dummy while
is canceled.
declarer discards his low
diamond and West is now
Wednesday, Nov. 10
finished. Declarer discards
SHARON LYNCH
ins diamond queen on
LOST 75 POUNDS
Homemakers clubs will dummy's high heart
and
IN JUST 39
meet as follows: Pacers there is no need for a diaWEEKS
with Florene Shoemaker, mond finesse.
1409 Dudley, at 9:30 a.m.;
NORTH
11-8-A
Pottertown at Colonial
•K J 10
House Smorgasbord at 10
04•
J 1096
a.m.; New Concord with
•8 4 2
*A 6 3 •
Mrs. Timothy Graves and
EAST
Harris Grove at Ellis WEST
+42
Community Center, both *3
IP A K Q 8 7
-IP 5 4 2
Whefe the Co
at 1 p.m.
morgue toms $nto o
•K J 10
•9 7 5 3
...m.1=1•1••••••

NORMA COTTINGHAM

swog,ng business

LOST 43 POUNDS

Calloway County Interagency Conference
will be at 3 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.

HENRY WINKLER

IN JUST 10
WEEKS

central center 753.3314

Sale prices effective through Sunday

16
Dbl
Douglas Pass

Hazel and
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Free blood pressure tests
will be given at Hazel.

LYNDA LEVINE
IN JUST 8
WEEKS

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!

LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
And We'll Teach You
How To Keep Ii Oft!

753-0020
M-F 8-5:30
Sat. 10-1
0641 N.
The
Village
ikimpmmomole

The night
no one
comes home
HAllOWEEN111
SEASON OF
THE WITCH

(A1

7, 10,0.15

+

Goshen United
Vulnerable: North-South
Methodist Church Dealer: West. The bidding
Women will meet at 7
West
North East
South
p.m. at church.

7,15,9:10

LOST 28 POUNDS

+9752

4.1C QJ 8
SOUTH
aliAQ98765
4,3
•A Q 6
10 4

South holds

11-8-B

+832
K J 104
•Q J 3
•A J 5
West
4+

East
1 NT

24
ANSWER:Spade three.
South holds almost all partnership assets. Any other
A Walkonst Weapon
lead
is low percentage.
';• That Neve, Messes,
Hope to sit back and take
CIWCWIlf
Ladies activities at four tricks.
Murray Country Club will
include bridge at 9:30 Send bridge questions to The Aces.
11:1
tGM o•
Box 12363, Dallas, Tem 75225,
a.m. and luncheon at P.O.
with self-addresaed, stamped envelope
for reply
chestnut St. 753.3314 noon.

Ron S,
Joyce's

STOCKADE
Monday Special Chicken Fried Ste,:k $229 t\
with Soup Si Salad Bar $2"
Soup and Salad Bar Only $1"

Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $229
with Soup & Salad Bar $2"
Soup & Salad Bar only $1 99

JCPenney PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

2+
4+

Lead with The Aces

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
follows: Hannah at Hendren home, Ruth Wilson
at Andersen home and
Wesleyan at Christopher
home.

Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart king

NATIONAL

CASS
REUNION

Pass
Rdbl
Pass

753-0440

se% xi, Cowl'
pAarnal
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Interagency

datebook

will meet

Frank. professor GI recreation; "Parents — Peer
Education is Dreg Use" by Dr. Kerry Kerber.
director, special programs, assistant profaner. ia*ruction and learning; "Abase of Mothasaphetamine and Pot" by the Rev. Steve Goiterrat;
"Longitudinal Shady of Drug and Alcohol Use in
College Students" by Dr. Rodman; "A Psychiatrist
Looks at Drug Abuse" by Dr. Ronald Kelley, director, Kelley Psythistric Qua; "Dreg Abuse in
Teenagers" by Dr. Willard Ails. pharmacologist.

Calloway County Interagency Conference will
meet Wednesday, Nov. 10, at 3 p.m. in the community room of Calloway Public Library. Janie Ivy
of the Social Security Administration will presented
the pram.
This conference is for all helping agencies in Murray and Calloway County, according to Gale B. Cornelison. L.S.W., coordinator. For information call
7534131, extension 148.
Swim club plans event

Free tests to be given

Murray-Calloway Swim Club, a USS affiliate, is
sponsoring a Grocery Raffle with tickets at $1 each
now on sale from team members. Tickets will be for
groceries valued at $100 to be given away Nov. 20 at
Big John's.

Free blood pressure tests for senior citizens will
be given Wednesday, Nov. 10, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the Hazel Community Center. The center will be
open for activities from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Tennis ploy Thursday

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Nov. 9,from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at Itenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain. Kathy Kopperud will be a substitute.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Carol
Waller, Deanna Parker, Cecelia Brock and Alice
Rouse; Court Two — Cindy Dunn, Renee Wynn,
Cathy Mattis and Vickie Holton.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Nov. 11. at Kenlake Tennis
Center. This has been divided into two sessions with
first to play from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. and to meet at 8
a.m. at home of Frances Hulse; and second to play
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and to meet at 9 a.m. at
Hulse home.
Lineup for first group is Court One — Janie Ryan,
Agnes Payne, Vicki Baker and Norma Frank, Court
Two — Marilyn Adkins, Janice Howe, Mug Rigsby
and Frances Hulse. Lineup for second group is
Court One — Vicki Miller, Kay Ray, Gaye
Haverstock and Annie Knight, Court Two — Becky
Wilson, Judy Latimer, Cathy Mattis and Jerlene
Sullivan. Substitutes will be Gayle Foster, Laura
Miller and Pat Greer.

Drug seminar Wednesday
Annual Drug Abuse Conference on theme of
"Drugs and Youth" will be Wednesday, Nov. 10,
from 6 to 10 p.m. in Mason Hall Nursing
Auditorium, Murray State University. Dr. Frank
Kodman, professor of psychology, will be
moderator. This is open to the public and there is no
charge.
Speakers will be "Drugs and Sex" by Dr. James

Laura Diu•guid Stanford born
Mr. and

Mrs. Richard Stamford. Miwfrosoboro.
we the parents of a daughter, Laura
Diegnid, weighing six peon& IS meow bore
Wednesday. Oct. II They hews another daughter.
Any Vkgi.IS months
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. George Richard
Stanford, Sr.. of Murfreesboro. Testa.. and Mrs
Jams Dieguld and the late Mr Dieguld of Murray

Mr. and Mrs Don G. Chriainan, Rt. IL are the
parents of a son. Matthew Hart. weighing seven
pounds 12 ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Sunday, Oct. 17, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
They have another son, BeNamin Daniel, 5. and a
daughter. Kacy Ann,4.
The mother, the former Ann Hart, is a
kindergarten teacher at Robertson School. The
father is with Modern Woodmen. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Chrisman of Murray and Mrs
Hilda Hart and the late Dan Hart of Rt. 5.

Mitchell Roy Woods born
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Woods, NU Miller Ave., are
the parents of a son, Mitchell Ray, weighing six
pounds 10 ounces. measuring 110i inches, born Sun-

Mr and Mrs Clayton Parker, Kt S. Pans. Tenn.
are the parents of a daughter. Jamie Amanita
weighing sight pounds 11 ounces. born Saturday
Oct. U.at Murray-Calloway County Hoopital
The mother is the former Teresa' Taylor tirarid.
parents are Mr and Mrs. D 1) Taylor of Buchanan,
Tenn., and tlw late Mr and Mrs Allen Parker of
Paris, Tenn.
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Erica Lynn Duncan born
BOOK PRESENTED — Bess Redick, left,
member of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa,
presented Velva Maupin of the Calloway Public
Library with a book in observance of International
ADK Week.

Rho group gives books

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L. Duncan are the parents of
a daughter, Erica Lynn, weighing eight pounds
three ounces, born Thursday, Oct. 14, at 1:72 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Green
and Mr. and Mrs. William B. Duncan. Greatgrandparents.-are 'Mrs.,Lura ,Green, Mrs. Lovie
Pritebettatai Mrs.Beckham Duncan.

umbia, Canada, Puerto
Rico, Mexico, Jamaica
and Thailand. Total active membership is more
than 52,000 women.
Murray's Rho chapter
has 26 members. Linda
Feltner is chapter president. Betty Riley of Rho
Chapter is Kentucky
state president.

1111111111111r

Twenty-two members
were present with Crystal
Parks and Geraldine
Myers as hostesses.

Jane Spahn Benson selected
to receive award, scholarship
the official publication of
Gamma Theta Upsilon.
She is pursuing the
M.A. degree in
geography at Murray
State, where she is a
research assistant in the
Mid-America Remote
Sensing Center.
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The Original Herrmann's Royal lippizzan Stallion Tour
.4•74.
Location: West Kentucky Exposition Center,
College Farm Rd., Murray State University.
stoo Off De All Tickets Bought le Ahem
4.11 kte(s):

kaP;1.

Tees. Nov. 9 Tile: 4:1 & 1:11
Wed. lay. 10 Tine: 4:31 & 111
C424 Abaci Tickets: The Eipssitliu Colter 7531111
Cost:
Mull-Save $1.11 Of Adnece Tickets $6.58
Child (6-12)-San
k Ahem Tickets $3.51
Childree Wider 5 Free
At The Doer $1.50 ami $4.50
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Stallion se Display Free Fw PIKViewiet:
"4:41CI
LE21118: The Expesitioe Cater
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Notes: Tees. Nev. 9 Wed. Nov. 11
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Time: 1211-3:31 1:311:31
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The chapter met Oct. 20
at Sirloin Stockade. Sue
Adams presented the
Founer's Day Program.
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pay
checks.
C cks.
llection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So.. paying by mad is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Miinuy Ledger It Times
nursery
CLEARANCE,

-40-40%:>•-OFF

Mums
$2.40
(2 Gal.)

It's The Total On The
D 81 T
Tape That Counts
Warehouse Foods
623 Soo* 4tb
Merrily, Ky.

Prices Good YANG Supply: Lest!

$
Margarine

Cleof-Woy

ooking 00$1

69

48 Oz.

ITV

•
•••
110

$

111
Lb. for
1
2 Gel. 994
Termer Ice Milk /

Yellow Onions 184 Lb.

Upton
Williams

Sausage

Tea

59

1 99
100
tacky Leaf Applesaoce 3 for '1.09

1
1 lb.
10 Lb. Potatoes 79'

Mos Bono

Lynn Greve Large

Dog Food

Eggs

69

$669
SO Lb.

All
Bulbs

Terser Ma Gal.'2.19

Smacker Grope Jelly 2 Lbs. 9.29

All
Houseplants

Jones Landscaping
753-1725

Jamie Amanda Porker born

CWF group will meet

Mr. and Mrs. George Landolt, 304 North Fourth
St., are the parents of a daughter, Whitney Blair,
weighing seven pounds one ounce, measuring 2142
inches, born Sunday, Oct. 17, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Julie
Whitford.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt and
Mrs. June Whitford and the late Max Whitford of
Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Harold Landolt of Bonne Terre, Mo., Mrs. George Hart of Murray,and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Sykes of Dover, Tenn.

TRANSFERRED
The vast territories of
the Hudson's Bay Co.
were officially transferred to Canada In 1869.

Mr and Mrs Jerry Jackson of Houston. Tram
are the parents of a son. WIlhain Brent. weighing
sight pounds. born Tuesday. Oct U. at Springbrook
Hospital. Houston
The mother is the former Deborah Landry
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Leo Landry of
Houston. Texas. and Mr and Mrs William Brent
Jackson of Buchanan. Tenn

)
14

Whitney Blair Landolt born

Jane Spahn Benson of
Murray, formerly of Harrodsburg, a graduate student in the Department of
Geosciences at Murray
State University, has
been selected to receive
an international
geography award and
scholarship.
She was presented the
1982 Robert G. Buzzard
outstanding geography
graduate student award
by the executive committee of Gamma Theta Upsilon, the international
geographical honor society.
The award, which includes a $500 scholarship,
is presented each year to
a student who
demonstrates exemplary
scholarship and research
accomplishment while
conducting a full-time
academic course of
study. Applications for
the award are submitted
by students in graduate
programs around the
world.
Mrs. Benson's
bicigraphy and
photograph will be
feattred in the upcoming
quarterly issue of the
Geographical Bulletin,

William Brent Jackson born

Matthew Hart Chrismon born

Group I of Christian Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church has changed its meeting to Friday, Nov. 12, at 10 a.m. at the home of Mn. Henry
Fulton.

Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa observed International Alpha Delta
Kappa Week Oct. 18-23.
Activities of the week
included a donation of
books to the Calloway
County Public Library
and local school libraries,
a gift to the Calloway
County High School
Chamber Singers and a
members' breakfast.
Alpha Delta Kappa is
an international honorary
society chartered in 1974
for women educators.
There are more than 1,750
chapters in all of the 50
states, the District of Col-

cloy. Oct. 31 at Marray-Callouray Conaly Hewn&
They hinne a daighiew. Vkft. IS
The ham is employed at VaNdsrlilit Chemical
Co The nesemer. the farina'godsons Warlort is so
leave from Merray-Calleway County Hospital
Grasdparents are the Rev and Mrs Earl Woolard
and Ulis Weeds. ail of Murray. and Mrs Hada
Weeds of Hopitinseille A great-grandenothor is
Mrs Eva ihrailley

8-5 M-Sot., 1-5 Sun.
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Coca-Cola
Sprite
Or
Tab
11-7

8 Pk
16 Oz
Plus
Deposit

114

Across From Murray Or1vo4. So *di
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Anniversary celebration to be Sunday

HEALTH
More sun, more damage
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am
interested in keeping up my
tan during the winter. I am a
redhead and burn easily so if
I can keep what tan I have I
won't have that problem in
the spring
I read this article about
tanning booths and thought I
would try it Is it safe" Is it
the same as a sun lamp' I
own a sun lamp but am wondering if they are dangerous
Are sun lamps or the tanning
booths worse for my skin
than the natural sun?
Would a sunscreen be
helpful if I use a sun lamp to
reduce the damaging
effects? Does the faithful
use of a sunscreen with
PABA eliminate the risks of
getting skin cancer"
DEAR READER
—
Whether you are using a sun
lamp, a tanning booth or
lying in the sun, the effects
are all caused by the same
type of radiation. The ultraviolet rays in sunshine
activate the pigment cells in
your skin. The cells produce
more pigment and you get
tan.
The formation of more

pigment is really a protective action in response to
injury from the ultraviolet
radiation The problem is
that these same rays can
cause damage to the elastic
fibers and other tissues deep
within the skin The damage
is cumulative. The more sun
you are exposed to the more
damage occurs
The tan helps to prevent
the damage and sunscreens
such as those containing
PAHA act on the skin to help
prevent damage. But a person repeatedly exposed to
the sun will have early
wrinkling and look older
than a person not exposed to
excess sunlight
And the accumulative
effects in causing skin cancer apply to sunshine, sun
lamps and tanning booths.
About the only difference
between sunshine and tanning booths or sun lamps is
the time involved and the
location. You can do it fast
with a sun lamp and you can
burn yourself and damage
your skin
You need to read The
Health Letter 7-10. Your

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Skin. Sun. Aging. Spots and it is estimated that close
Cancer. which I'm sending contact can cause chicken
you. Others can send 75 pox in about 15 percent of
cents with a long, stamped, susceptible persons So
self-addressed envelope for unless you never had the
it to me, in care of this news- chicken pox (in your age

paper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I
wondered if you could help
me. We are having a guest
over for a couple of weeks.
He just got shingles. Is it
contagious' What is it? How
do you get it" Do any precautions have to be taken in
bedding, dishes etc.? We are
all over 60
DEAR READER
—
Herpes zoster or shingles is
a skin eruption caused by
reactivation of the chicken
pox virus that has lived all
those years inside the nervous system. The rash follows the distribution of the
nerve involved.
You won't catch shingles
from a person who has shingles. But a person who has
not had chicken pox or is
susceptible to chicken pox
may catch the chicken pox
from a person with shingles.

group you probably did), you
won't catch anything.
The fresh blisters can contain the virus but the scabs
from the herpes zoster do
not. You needn't take any
special precautions with
bedding or dishes.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
NEW YORK (AP) —
U.S. energy efficiency
was 1.1 percent better in
the second quarter of 1982
than in the corresponding
1981 period, offsetting the
efficiency setback of early 1982, reports an energy
industry journal.
According to Energy
User News, the implication is that 1982's poor
start was mostly related
to the first quarter's
unusually cold weather,
rather than to any
underlying economic
developments.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Beach of Kirksey will
celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on
Sunday, Nov. 14.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Beach
were married Nov. 19,
1932, by the Rev. Nelson
at Farmington. Their attendants were Alene
Beach Taylor and Dewey
Ttumbow.
Mrs. Beach, the former
Euple Radford, is the
daughter of the late
Merle Radford and Inez
Mathis Radford. She is
retired from the Curlee
Clothing Company,
Mayfield.
Mr. Beach is the son of
the late One Beach and
Mae Turnbow Beach. He
was with Mayfield
Cadillac-Oldsmobile
Agency for many years
and most recently was
employed by Garrison's
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Mr. and Mrs. Ted Beach
Body Shop.
The couple has one son,
Lee Beach of Fredonia,
and one daughter, Ms.
Donna Beach Phares of

Kirksey. They have one
grandson, James Michael
Phares of Kirksey.
AsSisting in the entertaining at the reception

will be Mrs. Alene
Taylor, Mrs. Sue Faughn,
Miss Gail Faughn, Ms.
Debra Sales and Mrs.
Lavelle Smith.

Harris Grove club plans projects

rmerrEL:ELECTPiOnics

iNtEllit/iSiON°
Intelligent Television
Sports•Strategy• Action
Children's Learning • Gaming
2 Ott t

3 Mil 1 i

TV not included

Three lessons were
presented at the October
meeting of the Harris
Grove Homemakers Club
at the Ellis Community
Center.
Hattie Lee Galloway
gave the devotion on
"Remembering Our
Land and Heritage," and
also a lesson about "Kentucky Heritage."
"Stress Management"
was the lesson presented

members to be given
away later were
distributed. Members
were reminded to bring
gifts for Western State
Hospital to the meeting
on Nov. 10 at 1 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Nine members were
present. Hostesses were
Gene Wrather and Martha Wrablick who had
Tickets for the Log decorated the center in
Cabin quilt made by club the Halloween motif.

by Virginia Sakelson,
health chairman. She
listed early indications of
stress.
Evelyn Dixon
presented a lesson about
"Better Lighting In Our
Home."
A guest, Julia Atkinson,
showed a padded picture
frame she had made.

Pottprtqwn members give les,5011$
Louisa Short and Lottie,
Hurt presented lessons at
the October meeting of
the Pottertown
Homemakers Club at the
Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The lessons were on
"Heritage Crafts" including quilts, weaving,
basketry, pottery, rug
making and chair bottoms.
Bobbie Cook, president,
presided. Gifts of money
and presents are to be
brought by members to
take in December to
Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
The devotion was given
by Mrs. Short. Reports
were given by Shirley
Werts. Games were
directed by Dorothy
Simon.

Other members present were Mary Hopson,
Mary E. Moore, Dorothy
Socieski, Lois Smith,
Mary Gertzen and Lavine

Carter. Visitors were Kay
Karlson and her motherin-law, Mrs. Karlson,
Adia Keller and Dolores
Rudy.

Concord club meets
cord Club.

The New Concord
Homemakers Club had
its October meeting at the
Sirloin Stockade.
"Stress ManagemenC
was the subject of the major lesson presented by
Mrs. Charles D. Harrison.
Mrs. John Livesay,
president of the Kentucky
Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, gave a talk
about "Our History and
Heritage." She also is a
member of the New Con-

Mrs. Curtice Cook, club
president, presided. Mrs.
Robert Taylor read the
devotion and Mrs. Rainey
Lovins directed the
recreation.
Members were reminded to bring gifts for patients at Western State
I-it:spite' at christmas to
the meeting on Nov. 10 at
the home of Mrs. Timothy
Graves.
Ten members and two
visitors were present
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OOME
IS
CLEANERS

K-Mart
Sale Price

Less Factory
Rebate

Your Net Cost
After Factory Rebate

• Versatile master component
• Exclusive overlay system for
eose in making game decisions
• Special input keys select the
game functions and maneuvers
• Side-mounted action buttons
for right- or left-hand use

• Object control disc maneuvers
accurately in 16 different directions for life-lik• realism
• Super-action games!• Football,
baseball, poker and blackjack,
ee:
armor battle, backgammon, morel
• Both challenging and exciting

11811111•

SAVE MONEY
Shirts
Drapes
LAUNDRED, FOlDED
OR ON HANGERS

20% OFF

554;

(4 OR MORE)

U.Lt WM Gomm
(atipm Mum
*bp

Good Thro Nov. 27, 1982

—r

MEN'S OR LADIES

No LIMN VIM Caw.
Pram* Comm Sim tee Sr* Clomaq

Good Thrv Nov. 27, 1982 i

Top Coats
Overcoats

2 PC.

Suits

PLAIN

$299

4299

(Suede or For Exclurdid)

Mt Unit VIA Comm
Pmmem Comm Min fig

Ile Limit WM Comm
Prammt Comm Ulm Too Moo Ciam.L...

Good They Nov. 27, 1982

Goal Thro Nov. 27, 1982
ImPimm

• F orh pi09tOrn

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray,'y.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

13th & Main
6th & Poplar

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main
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Results show that larger doses of medicine may help
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Doctors at
Vanderbilt University
Medical Center say
preliminary results of a
study show that extrastrong doses of medicine
may help patients with an
acute form of leukemia
live longer.
The high-dose treatment was developed and
tested by doctors at
Vanderbilt and
Washington University's
Barnes Hospital in St.
Louill, Dr. Steven Wolff, a
Vanderbilt medical
researcher,said Friday.
Wolff told a symposium
on blood and lymphatic
cancers that 16 leukemia
patients received 30
times the normal dose of
the drug cystosine
arabinosine for two months, along with standard
amounts of another
cancer drug,
daunorubicin.
Following that treatment, Wolff said, no additional therapy was given.
He said nine of the patients, or 56 percent, who
received the high-dose
therapy are living
without signs of
leukemia,a blood cancer,
up to 2/
1
2 years after
ne
4s.
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treatment.
Wolff said only 15 percent to 30 percent of patients'who have received
standard dreg therapy
remain disease-free two
years after treatment
Dr. Sanford Krantz,
professor of medicine at
Vanderbilt, said, "I don't
want to blow it out of pro
portion. But it's certainly
as good as anything that's
going on in this country
right now."
"It's very exciting, a
pretty provocative
study," Wolff said.
Dr. Richard Stein,
another Vanderbilt
medical professor who
took part in the study,
said, "We might find out
in five years we've cured
nobody. But if we're on
the right track, we have a
regimen that could be
widely used."
The results are
preliminary, Wolff cautioned, because of the
small number of patients
studied and the short
time since the therapy.
He said the study needs
to be repeated "on a
much grander scale.
That's what we plan to do
here and at multiple

Automaker faces
further investigation
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Maverick automaker
John Z. De Lorean faces a
widening investigation into possible tax fraud and
allegedly used stock he
did not own in an attempt
to buy cocaine, according
to published reports today.
The published reports
also said De Lorean had
been criticized by some
company officials for
what they considered to
be attempts to use De
Lorean Motor Co. for
private investments.
They also said some of De
Lorean's co-workers did
not-believe he intended to
use money from the drug
deal to save his troubled
company.
De Lorean, free on $10
million bond, is scheduled
to be arraigned in Los
Angeles today on a
federal indictment charging him with cocaine trafficking and racketeering.
Also being arraigned
were the two other men
indicted with De Lorean.
De Lorean's attorney,
Joseph Ball, said his
client would plead innocent to the charges. The

defense lawyer is expected to argue that
federal agents illegally
entrapped De Lorean.
In an effort to raise
money, De Lorean turned
over 100 percent of the
stock in De Lorean to a
federal agent posing as a
crooked bank officer,
even though he owned only 84 percent of the stock,
The New York Times
said.
"De Lorean was conning the con men," the
newspaper quoted C.
Richard Brown, a vice
president of De Lorean's
company before he was
fired last March.
Automotive News, an
auto industry trade journal, said today that the
Internal Revenue Service, which had been conducting a routine audit of
De Lorean's tax returns,
has expanded its investigation to include
possible tax fraud.
In its copyright story,
Automotive News said
the IRS has escalated its
investigation of De
Lorean's tax returns into
what could result in a
grand jury investigation.

other casters."
The research team also
included Dr. John neap o r professor of
medicine at Vanderbilt;
Dr. Seth Cooper, a
Nashville specialist in
blood diseases, and three
doctors from Washington

University &beet et
liedieiushiaL Lett%
Jog Nadas.'Dr.
Mapsad Dr. Godfrey
Herzig.
Othsr maim Including Sklney Farber
Cancer Institute in
Boston, have reported

=COM in treating acute reported I.
July dot 33
adult leukemia with al 7$ leukemia patents.
4nes, but treatments or 44 percent. Wert &Rye
SOP•rally hal e required without disease mare
more drugs er a longer than two years after betime thee those reported ing treated with. Winery
in the Vanderbilt-Barnes et seven different drag*
hospital stitches
That treatment lasted an
The Boston group a verage of 15 months.

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

Included in this opening
will be 260 of the hotel's
460 guest rooms and
suites, a 24 -hour
restaurant, the indoor
swimming pool and a
cocktail lounge which is
located under the palms
near the pool and will
feature live entertainment nightly. The opening act will be
Owensboro's Don Carlton
Trio playing from 8 n.m.
When completed the 4story atrium structure
will run three and onehalf blocks along the Ohio
River. Opening today is
what Green calls Sections
A and B. A Section, on the
city side, has guest rooms
on all four floors built
around an atrium in
which is located the in-

2CRISPY TACOS
For

17
PHONE 7
•CN
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

10.9% A.P.R.
ON NEW
1982 MODELS
LIMITED TIME

99

Offer Good Al Day — Ns Coupes* — Ne Lime

At AN Area

TOCO JOHN'S®

Broadcast on Public Television

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER X)
7 PM / WKMU / 21
Made possible in pal by a grant from

, NOW OPEN IN MURRAY-641 N.—ACROSS FROM STADIUM

JCPenney

AIPINLarirsorzsSaving'trl Place'
The

SAVE ON ATARI® WED.
THRU SAT. ONLY!

ASTEROIDS
r-Aiv( pfloGni4p..

door pool and lounge.
This section will also
feature the indoor tennis
courts when the time out
lounge is completed. Section B has the registration desk and hotel offices
on the lobby level with
guest rooms and suites on
the top three floors. The
24-hour restaurant, the
terrace, is also in this section.
The hotel is built between Paducah's flood
wall and the Ohio River
with many of the rooms
having riverview
balconies. Parking is promised to be more than
adequate as almost the
entire area beneath the
lobby level is designed for
drive-under parking plus
considerable parking
space around the hotel.
Sections C and D, and
the Convention Center,
are scheduled for completion in early 1983 with
meetings and conventions now being booked
for March and afterwards. The Grand Opening is scheduled for
sometime after March.
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ITZHAK PERLMAN
IN PERFORMANCE
AT THE
WHITE HOUSE

TACO TUESDAY

New inn opens in Paducah
PADUCAH — A new
landmark has been
developing where the
Ohio and Tenessee Rivers
meet in downtown
Paducah. Today, Indiana
enterpreneur Robert E.
Green opens two sections
of his new Executive Inn
Riverfront.
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Atari® Video Computer System With Combat"' Cartridge Program
Enjoy fast-paced action and true-to-life sounds with the Atari Video Computer System" Includes console, 2 joysticks, 2 paddle controls and Combat Game Programn" At K mart°

Street RaeersT" Game
Asteroids' Video Game

8 SS

Missie Command Program's'

•Other Game Programs Sofa Seporcrlory

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky

21.97
24.97
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Rhode Island leading in religious adherence
By GEORGE W.
CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
That early American
cradle of religious liberty, Rhode Island, leads
the nation's states in the
extent of religious
adherence, according to a
new state-by-state,
county-by-county compilation of data.
It doesn't cover the
religious ties of all
Americans but does include more than 80 percent of those who have
any — 112.5 million people affiliated with 111
Christian and Jewish
bodies — plenty to show
the heaviest concentrations.
That turns out, in the
.1980's, to be the colonial
Baptist citadel of Rhode
Island where 75.5 percent
of the people are
adherents of the sundry
religious bodies involved
in the study.
Close behind came the
predominantly Mormon
state of Utah, where 75.2
percent are church
adherents, followed by
the Dakotas — North
Dakota with 73.9 percent
and South Dakota with 67
percent.
Somewhat surprisingly, the Bible-belt states in
the ."u".1 rarked Lkird in
religious adherence
among the nation's
regions, after New
England, highest in
religious connections,
and the west northcentral states, the second
highest.
Among the individual
states, after the Dakotas,
the next in heaviest proportions of religious
adherence came in this

order:
Minnesota, 65.1 percent; Massachusetts, 64.7
percent; Wisconsin, 64.6
percent; Nebraska, 63.2
percent; Connecticut,
61.6 percent; Iowa, 61.2
percent; Pennsylvania,
60.9 percent and New
Mexico,59.1 percent.
The first southern state
in the sequence is
Oklahoma, ranking 13th
with 58 percent religious
adherence, and it's not in
the old south, but the
southwest, a relatively
young state dating only
from 1907.
But right behind comes
the heart of Dixie state,
Alabama, with 57.5 percent adhering to the
religious bodies covered,

followed by another deepsouth state, Louisiana,
with 57.4. percent.
The study, a onceevery-decade compilation called "Churches
and Church Membership
In the United
States:1980," has 321
pages of statistics supplied by the 111 Christian
and Jewish bodies, showing the count by counties
and states.
It was assembled by an
ecumenical coalition —
the Roman Catholic Glenmary Research Center,
the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board, the
Lutheran Council, and
the National Council of
Churches (32 Protestant
and Orthodox bodies).

Some relatively large
groups such as the Churches of Christ, particularly strong in the south,
were not included since
they do not provide
general statistics, and
others lack geographical
figures.
Nine states, mostly
western but including one
southern state, fell below
the 40 percent mark,
namely:
Arizona at 39.5 percent;
Florida at 38.5 percent;
Colorado, 36.6 percent;
Oregon, 38.1 percent;
California, 34.5 percent;
Hawaii, 33.2 percent;
Washington, 31 percent;
Alaska, 30.8 percent, and
last, Nevada, 29.3 percent.

Recipe for energy savings
Saving energy whole you cook a as easy
as put Just follow these rules
• Match the sue ot the poll and pens lo
the sue ot the "eyes- on your rave
• Use flat-bottomed pots and pens with
taght-tattng lids
• Don't preheat the oven unless the
recipe teas you to
• Plan meals so several foods can cook
at the same time in the oven.
• Don't open the oven door until food is
cooked
a After cooking, turn the oven on and
use stored heat to warm roils and other
ditshes

753-5012

Queen announced
at game's halftime

CCE
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Anne Pride
Pollock, 21, a business
and economics senior
from Jefferson County
was named Homecoming
Queen at halftime of the
Kentucky-Vanderbilt
football game Saturday.
Miss Pollock is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard H. Pollock of
Middletown. She's the
president of Chi Omega,a
UK sorority that sponsored her.
Kathy Kwasny, 20, a
junior in communications
from Huntington, West
Virginia was 1st runnerup. She's the daughter
of Thomas Kwasny.
The 2nd runnerup was
Kelly D. Guilfoil, 20, a
pre-law junior and
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
B.A. Guilfoil of Glasgow.
Sally Scott, 21, the 3rd
runnerup, is a senior
business economics major from Louisville, who
is the daughter of
Kathryn and Deroy Scott
Jr.
The 4th runnerup was
Kim Smith, 19, a business
and economics junior
from Burkesville, who is
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Benny H.Smith.
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No injuries reported
after Louisville fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky
AP) — There were no injuries, although 80
residents of the
downtown Louisville
York Towers fled their
rooms early Saturday
when fire broke out in a
fifth floor apartment.
No one was injured but
two residents were
treated for smoke inhalation.
Maj. David Wright, a
Fire Department
spokesman, said the
blaze started from a pot
of soup bones being cooked for a dog.
Herman Beck, a 65year-old retired tool-anddie worker, said he put
the soup bones on the
stove about 2 a.m. and
then left to visit a son who
was getting off work.
Beck said he returned
home and checked the
bones before going to
sleep.
"She ( Tini, his dog)
smelled the smoke and
woke me up," he said.
The blaze left Beck
homeless but York
Towers officials said they
probably would find a
room for him al nearby
motel.

Reg. $319.95

Queen Size

Savo $100.00 to $150.00
On

Save $100.00

$29995

We have 22,00 sq.
packed full of qua ity fu
sale.
If you're in nee of ni
believe you will f nd a
better price anyw ere. I

t -r?
1J Ft_ NI

Lazy Boy Recliners
urray, Ky
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Ultra-lights require the flying seriousness of big planes
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
— Alex Peanut my& its
fun to fly an ultra-light
plane, but you hove to be
as serious as when flying
a regular-sized aircraft.
Fames, who has been a
licensed pilot for two
years, owns a Quick
Sliver MX Ultra Light in
partnership with Mike
Platner,
The basic model,
manufactured in California, has a list price of
64,750 but with extras,
such as a parachute
which they installed in
their craft, the price rose
to $6,000.
The craft has a 30horsepower engine and
can cruise up to about
12.500 feet at a top speed

of 35 miles to 40 miles per
M. The engine is the
same type used in
snowmobiles and takes
regular gasoline. The
plane can fly for an hour
on about 14 gallons of
gasoline.
Although they are gaining in popularity, the
ultra -lights hive
generated controversy
concerning their safety.
Fassas said that he
believes some regulation
by the Federal Aviation
Administration is a good
idea.
"There are those who
are smart (about flying),
but there are those who
aren't," he said.
The FAA doesn't require a pilot's license to

fly ultra-lights, Fuego
said_ adding that if a
Wass were required,
the planes would have to
be registered. He said
they would be classified
as experimental aircraft
FAA officials estimate
that 15 to
people were
killed in ultra-lights in
1961 but said that considering the number of
such planes in use, their
safety record is not bad.
Fames said he believes
It is important to understand the craft and to
know how to fly it. He
took an eight-hour course
from the dealer from
whom he purchased the
plane.
Faunas said that safety
was the primary reason

that he and Pilaw lachided the porachola hi
their preheat.
"Anything can happen
In a plane, mud In an
ultra light aircraft. you
have the opportunity to
use it (the parachute),"
Fusin said.
The eftre-oght wide
only IS feet to land mid
only 40 feet to take off.
With the motor shut
down, the ultra-light
behaves almost like a
hand glider
Mahler said he has
operated the aircraft for
16 minutes with the motor
off at an altitude of CON
feet
.
He said that ultra-lights
are inexpensive to maintain and operate.

LEXINGTON, Ky
(AP) — The sposkars at
the Rapoldican Stab Cow
tral Committee mosthe
bars Saturday lociodad
two al the victors is the
11moday election.
Raw Gale Snyder and
Larry Hopkins spoke
briefly before the GOP
committee began
diacomieg the party's
pions for the 111113 election&
La Thomas,committee
chairwoman, said an
election organisational
meeting would be held
Nov. 30 in Frankfort.

Celebretek
FIRE
Prevention!
Why Take A
Chance

call Chimney
Sweeps At

Only 7 days left to
perchose a new '82 or
'83 Model Astonsobile
Ss Receive the "Bey
Now Si Fly" tickets with
Esstern Airlines.
Offer expires Nev. 1 Set 1112

704792 or

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

ASS CCESSORYSPECIALS
3"Candle 8"Candle Sticks
ish T a ys
Holders

4.00

1.00 Ea.

You

s Ite s Too Numerous
— Sa e 50% And More

2,000 sq. feet of display space
quality furniture and it's all on

CLOSE-OUT PURCHASE
SEALY NSTUREPEDIC

REDUCED$130 to $290
keg.
51415.06

All Other
In Stock Relined
For This Event

%magi special arrangements witb Sealy, Weamodoe special wane of
ciese-eat pesterepedic betel sleep systems.(Nothings changed ea die sew
medals except floe cover). They're specially ceshrected whb compaisats
used only I Sealy's best quality resideatial mattresses to provide deride
and total tendert mW seppert I. fact, tbey're so geed we will give you
Sealy's best.

nee of new furniture we don't
till
will fi nd a better selection or a
nywiiere. Free Delivery.

29! 2999.,5
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First OVC victory
prompts big smile
by MSU's Beamer

EXTRA EFFORT —
Winston Ford dives for an

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — Watching Jimmy
Piercefield scoop that blocked field goal and race 58
yards to the end zone brought a smile to many Murray faces Saturday, especially Frank Beamer's.

But you know what pleased the Murray State
coach more than that play? And even as much as
the 21-7 victory it sparked over Austin Peay?
The final offensive drive the Racers constructed.
Yep. The last time Murray State took the ball and
marched 80 yards,chewed up 4:42 and punched in a
touchdown to boot — that brought the biggest smile
to a season of smileless Saturdays for Frank
Beamer.
Oh, don't get the wrong impression. Piercefield's
big play will long be remembered, along with his
outstanding performance on the day Including five
tackles and a pass breakup. Yet, his touchdown, a
result of teammate Glenn Jones' blocked kick, was
a fortune of war,a break the Racers have been looking for all season.
Beamer's more lasting euphoria came from
witnessing continuity.
During the final drive, when the Racers were clinging to a scant 14-7 lead, Beamer was begging for
a faster clock. His offense had been operation interuptus all day long, with the only exception being
a well-constructed 74-yard march ending in six
points late in the first period.
He didn't want to risk one of the Governor
speedsters slipping the grasp of a tired, and
deservedly so, Racer defender. He needed a clock
killer bad ... and got one.
The final drive was the clincher. The proverbial
icing on Beamer's victory cake.
"You know," he said after the game,"we kind of
stumbled and fumbled around out there today ...
fumbled, what, three times in the first half and all

extra yard on a fourthand-one situation to keep
Murray State in control.
The Racer quarterback
became a candidate for
Ohio Valley Conference
Offensive Player of the
Week by passing for 117
yards and rushing for 13
more. In the past three
games Ford has averaged 201.4 total offensive
yards and the Racers
have won two of the three
outings.
Photo by Jim Rector

inside their 20? Good teams don't do that and expect
to win.
"But what really broke it open for us," Reamer
continued, "the big turning point was when our offense took the ball down the field on that last drive
and ate up a whole lot of time — and even scored.
That's what broke their (Austin Peay's) back."
All year Reamer and his coaching staff have been
looking for a sustained offensive drive. The kind of
offensive march that rests exhausted defensive
bones and wears down an opponent's resistance.
Saturday's last march was indicative of what the
Racers, now 3-6, have been needing continuously all
season.
Where previous Racer drives during the game
had failed — four by fumbles, one by interception
and six by punts — the last one, and to a certain extent the scoring drive in the first quarter, were examples of what helped save MSU victories in the
past.
Saturday instead of collapsing in crucial situations the Racers rose to the occasion. On third and
three, quarterback Winston Ford accepted the load

MURRAY STATE RACER FOOTBALL
"SCOUT DAY 1982"
SATURDAY
1:30 P.M.

NOVEMBER 13
ROY STEWART STADIUM

and gained five on a keeper. On fourth and one with
enough time remaining for the Governors to stage a
rally, Ford dove for the necessary yardage at
Austin Peay's 21.
When the Racers needed five yards for another
first down, Tony Moore scampered 16 yards for
Murray's insurance touchdown.
A drive well done and a sign of prosperity to
come,Beamer hopes.
"This was a big win for us," he noted. "The first
time we've won here (Municipal Stadium) since

Raiders capitalize on WKU miscues;
Colonels clinch share of OVC crown
By The Associated Press
Western Kentucky
Coach Jimmy Feix summed up the weekend for
losing coaches:
"Mistakes, mistakes,
mistakes."
Fels suffered through a
season's worth of
miscues Saturday along
the sidelines at Bowling
Green as he watched his
Hilltoppers lose seven of
five fumbles, have two
passes intercepted and
have a punt blocked. His
backs were dropped for
103 yards in losses by the

Middle Tennessee State
defense.
Middle Tennesee's
Albert Lane set the tone
for the day when he grabbed a blocked Western
Kentucky punt and
scampered 41 yards for a
touchdown in an eventual
31-16 victory for the Blue
Radiers.
In a pair of conference
matchups, Eastern Kentucky stopped Tennessee
Tech 34-17 and Murray
State downed Austin
Peay 21-7.
Other non-conference

RACERS!AKRON

Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts, Brownie Scouts — here's your invitation to a special afternoon
at Murray State University! What the MSU athletic department hod planned for you is "Scout Day"
when the Racers meet the University of Akron Saturday, November 13 at 1:30 p.m. in an Ohio
Valley Conference football game in Roy Stewart Staduim in Murray, Kentucky. What the MSU
athletic department is offering are a half-price reserved seat ticket to the game and a free cloth
patch commemorating the promotion. In addition, all scouts who attend the MSU-Akron game in
uniform will join the MSU band and color guard on the field in a special pre-game flag raising
ceremony. To participate in "Scout Day" at our Akron football game, just complete the attached
form and return it as promptly as possible to the MSU Athletic Promotions Office in Room 211 of
Stewart Stadium — also enclose a check for $2 made payable to the MSU Foundation to cover the
cost of your half-price ticket. You may pick up your ticket at Gate 3 of the stadium the day of the
game and at that time also purchase reduced price tickets at $3 apiece for any member of your
family. Remember, football Saturdays are special at Murray State University, and we want you to
be a part of our November 13 "Scout Day" promotion!

Clip and mail promptly to:
MSU Athletk Promotions Office
Room 211, Stewart Stadium
Murray, KY 42071
Yes, I plan to attend "Scout Day" Saturday, November 13 when
Murray State plays Akron at 1:30 p.m. in an OVC football game in
Roy Stewart Stadium in Murray, Kentucky. Enclosed is a check for
$2(mode payable to the MSU Foundation) to cover the cost for my
half-price reserved seat ticket and special cloth patch commemorating the promotion.
Name.
•

Nbur 20-Portreii Collection includes 2-8x10s, 3-5x7s and 15 wallets
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clashes saw Liberty Baptist top Morehead State
13-10 and Youngstown
State trim Western Illinois 28-20.
Middle Teenessee's
Blue Raiders, 7-3, built a
24-0 edge before Western
Kentucky,4-5, managed a
pair of fourth-quarter
scores on Ralph Antone
passes. The second score,
an Antone toss of 20 yards
to John Newby, drew
Western Kentucky within
24-16 with 10:01 to go.
But any Hilltopper
hopes of a comeback ended with 5:58 to play when
Kevin Baker scored on a
one-yard touchdown run.
Baker finished the game
with 101 yards in 23 carries.
Murray St. 21, Austin
Peay 7
Murray State defensive
end Jim Piercefield
returned a blocked field
goal attempt 58 yards for
a touchdown to key the
Racers past Austin Peay.
The victory was Murray's first in five OVC
outings this season and
upped the Racers' overall
record to 3-6. Austin
Peay's Governors fell to
1-4 in the conference and
2-6 overall. The loss also
doomed the Governors to
their first non-winning
season in six years.
E. Kentucky 34, Tenn.
Tech 17
Eastern Kentucky's
Micky Yeast scored three
touchdowns as the nation's top-ranked NCAA
Divison I-AA football
team survived a mild
scare to stop Tennessee
Tech.
Eastern trailed 3-0 in
the opening minutes and
had its 20-10 half time
lead slashed to 20-17
before scoring twice in
1:44 to seal its 17thconsecutive triumph and
run its overall record to 8-

0. The Colonels are 6-0 in
the OVC.
Tech lost its fifth
straight game to fall to 36 overall and 1-4 in the
confevenee.
Yeast scored on a 2yard run and a pair of 1yard romps for the Colonels, but a 50-yard scoring pass from quarterback Tuck Wollum to
wide receiver Steve Bird
to close the third quarter
put the game out of
Tech's reach.
Liberty Baptist 13,
Morehead St. 10
Defensive end Eric
Simmons intercepted a
pass and ran 21 yards for
a fourth quarter
touchdown to pace Liberty Baptist's Division II
Flames past Morehead
State.
The Flames upped
their record to 5-4, while
Morehead fell to 5-4.
Youngstown 28, W. Illinois 20
Fullback Mike Hardy
rushed for 134 yards to
lead Youngstown State, 45, to its non-conference
victory over Western Illinois, 1-8.
Hardy got 71 of those
yards on the first play
from scrimmage after
Western scored a secondquarter touchdown on an
unusual play. A 46-yard
Youngstown field goal attempt fell short and as all
but one of the Penguins
ran off the field,
Leatherneck linebacker
Pat Bayers picked up the
ball and ran 89 yards to
the end zone.
Hardy's comebacker
put the Penguins at
Western's 13. Paris Wick,
who gained 106 yards on
the ground, punched in
for a 7-yard score.
Three plays later,
Penguin Dave Peters ran
an interception back 46
yards for a touchdown.

Purcell heads for London
November 9 Tues.; 10, Wed.; after Stockholm Open loss

Address.
City.
Zip,
Phone (Area Code).
Scout Organization.
Troop/Den..
Troop/ Den Leader

GO

NOW YOUR CHILD'S
SMILE CAN LIGHT
UP YOUR TREE

When you make a 95( deposit on your $12.95
'Moments to Remember" portrait collection, you'll get our
loving portrait ornament as a bonus.
Imagine the delighted expressions on your children's
faces, when they see their very own faces on our loving
portrait ornament.
Its yours, with just a 95( deposit on your $12.95
"Moments to Remember" portrait collection.

NOYIMSER 13,14112

1976. Plus it was our first conference win of the
year."
It was a long time coming, wasn't it coach?
"Yeah," as a smile crossed his face, "it's been a
long time coming."
Saturday Murray hosts Akron in the first of two
remaining home games, both Ohio Valley Conference encounters. On November 20 the Racers
finish their season in Roy Stewart Stadium with a
designated OVC game against western Kentucky.
Kickoff for both games is 1:30 p.m.

GOLD

State _
NOVIMSER 13,11102

CALL(502) 762-6800 FOR MORE INFORMATION

11, Thurs.; 12, Fri.; And
13, Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North,
Murray

STOCKHOLM, Sweden
— Murray's Mel Purcell
advanced to the third
round of the $300,000
Stockholm Open, but was
denied any further opportunities by a determined Russell Simpson of
New Zealand,6-1, 6-1.

DECORATE
YOUR TREE WITH HAPPINESS.

Purcell's elimination
came Friday and afterwards he travelled to
London where his next
tournament will be held.
Simpson was

eliminated in the quarterfinals.
In semifinal action Sunday, top-seeded Mats
Wilander of Sweden
knocked off American
Jay Lapidus, 6-4, 6-4, to
make the championship
round. His opponent for
the title will be Frenchman Henri Leconte
who struggled to the
finals of the Super Series
tourney by edging Wojtek
Fibak of Poland, 3-6, 6-3,
6-3.
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RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT — (Above) Austin Posy fullback leis Brew
(35) finds the going tough against Murray State's Greg Stewart wins the Racer
defender makes sure of a tackle.(Below) Racer tailback Miry Moreleid(U)
staves off a Governor tackler and picks upsfew extra stripes.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

LOOKING FOR THIS? — Racer fullback Neal Commie ($11)
beide the ball up for a referee after bulkiming his way late the
Aastin Posy goal for Murray State's first touchdown. The Racers

SCO EB0

Next year awaits
Green Devils'bid

•,.11

r-.

Garrison, PAVin double winners

Lakers place six players
on All-WKC glitter squad

For the Green Devils
there's always next year.
After Saturday's openinground loss in the state
soccer tournament, that's
all the Murray-Calloway
Soccer Association team
has left—next year.
"We didn't play well,"
explained Steve West, the
under-16 squad's head
coach. "We played
several teams during the
regular season that I
thought were better than
Owensboro, but we came
outflat and they got us."
The host Owensboro
Rowdies eliminated the
Murray travellers, 4-3,
and dashed the team's
hopes of bettering last
year's state rtutherup
finish as an under-14
squad.
"What hurt us most
were defensive mental
errors," West pointed
out.
The Devils jumped
ahead early, 1-0, on an
Arthur Wulff corner kick
which teammate Mark
West headed into the
goal. The point came at
about the 5-minute mark
and boosted the locals'
morale momentarily.
Then the world fell
apart.
Owensboro tallied
three unanswered goals

to take a 3-1 lead.
Murray responded late
in the match with two
goals by Wulff in about a
five-minute span. Tied 3-3
West said, "It looked like
we might wake up and
pull it off, but we seemed
to fall asleep again."
The break for
Owensboro came when
the Devils took a goal
kick and committed what
West regarded as "a cardinal sin of the game."
The ball was booted to the
center of the field where
Owensiyoro's center
striker trapped the ball
and drilled it right back
in the Devils' goal.
"The reason I was so
surprised at losing,"
West explained, "was
because up until Saturday our defense had been
improving. At the first of
the year we were struggling on defense, but we
started getting better
each week. Saturday we
seemed to revert to the
first of the year all over
again."
Despite the early
elimination, West
credited his squad with a
doing a respectable job
all season. The Devils
finished 10-2-2 overall and
wW resume play next
spring.

coach Sam Harp. "Even
though we didn't make
the playoffs they played
well enough to deserve
the recognition. I tried to
get a couple of our
sophomores on the team
as well, but there wasn't
a single junior or
sophomore picked by
anyone."
Kicker Greg Baker and
Brown's completion
percentage was a cool 62 running back Tod Contri
were the two sophomore
percent.
nominations by Harp.
Two reasons for
Brown's success this
season were also named
to the conference glitter
squad — flanker Jeff Butterworth, who as a senior
played his first year of
Murray State con- points) and Glen Green point barrier — Brian
football, and split end ducted its latest inters- (24 points, 12 rebounds).
Stewart hit 22 and Walt
Craig Darnell, who quad scrimmage,Sunday
James Preston and Davis had 20.
caught 46 p•ARes for 712 night, and if the result of Vada Martin offered
Lawrence Ingram (12)
yards and four the game is any indica- double-digit scoring for and Derek
Linclauer (10)
touchdowns.
tion of the season to the Golds with 16 and 15 contributed to the Blue efPittman, All WKC last
Center Marty Hayes, come, the Racers will be point outputs. Sammy fort.
year as a defensive another first-timer on the blessed with abundant of- Curran (9) and David
Seven three-point goals
tackle, again earned the All-WKC list, anchored fensive firepower.
Youngblood (6) rounded were recorded in the
outstanding defender the Laker line and also
game. Sleets hit three of
Split into two relatively out the scoring.
status, plus he was nam- served as team co- equal squads, the Racers
For the Blues, Ricky the bonus shots beyond
ed to one of the offensive captain.
produced a 99-95 Gold Hood accumulated 29 the 19-foot range.
tackle Slots as well. PittLone Oak, the team team victory over the points and topped
Murray State will
man was the Lakers' which edged both Blues.
everyone on the boards scrimmage again, Saturleading tackler this Calloway and Union
Heading the
inners with 15 caroms. Two day night at 7130 in Racer
season with 93.
County for the post- were Lamont Sleets (27 other Blues broke the 20- Arena.
Quarterback Tim season playoff berth,
Brown was a repeat win- placed 10 players on the
All-WKC team. Reidland
ner as All-WKC signal
contributed
five
caller. As a senior, Brown
members and Crittenden
established himself as an
outstanding collegiate County placed three.
The entire team was
prospect by completing
93 of 153 passes for 1,126 comprised of seniors.
DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE
"Our kids really
yards and six
deserved it," said CCHS
touchdowns.
From Murray to Nashville
•
Frequency
Depart
Arrive
Flight
Framed
Mon.-Fri.
6:40 a.m.
101
7:25 a.m.
12:45 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
103
1:30 p.m.
Canvas Textured Color Enlargements
Sun.-Fri
5:00 p.m.
5 - 45 p.m.
105
Gel our beauttful canvas-textured. color enFrom Nashville to Merrey
lorgernerils from your lavorite C-11 negative
Frequency
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*Flight
They come With your choice of Chrome or
Mon.-Fri.
Walnut knish Marne *10, 11x14, 1640 not
102
10:25 a.m.
9:40 a.m.
available tom 110 or 'la kale. ISmtn)
Mon.-Sat.
3
:OD
104
p.m.
2:15p.m.
Sun. -Fri
7 25 p.m
106
PLEASE SPECIFY CHOICE OF FRAME
6:40 p.m.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County placed six players from its 7-3
West Kentucky Conference championship
team on the All-WKC
football squad, according
to weekend voting by the
conference coaches.
The Lakers, co-champs
of the Class 3A First
District, had three
players repeat on the conference glitter squad including seniors Jeff Garrison and Tim Pittman
who were honored as both
offensive and defensive
players.
Garrison, who led the
potent Laker ground attack with 1,095 yards on
209 carries this season,
was also named as AllWKC defensive back.
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Farmland lost to modern progress
By BILL BERGSTFtOM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky, like
other states, loses
thousands of acres of
farmland a year to housing developments, commercial areas and
highways around expanding cities.
But under a new law,
Kentucky farmers are
forming agricultural
districts to protect their
land and bring the rapid
conversion to other uses
under control.
The law passed by the
1982 General Assembly
says communities cannot
annex land in
agricultural districts,
and state agencies must
minimize any impact of
their programs on farms
in the districts.
Nineteen Cumberland
County landowners have
formed a 2,553-acre
district and a Hardin
County farmer has formed a 528-acre district, officials said Thursday.
The one in
Cumberland County is
prime farmland —
Cumberland River bottoms," H. Stanley Head,
state conservation division director, recently
told the agriculture subcommittee of the Interim
Joint Committee on
Agriculture and Natural
Resources.
Districts in Campbell,
Carter, Fayette and
Henderson counties are

up for approval this
month — though two will
have problems — and
another is in the works in
Wolfe County, Head told
the legislators.
He and Steven Coleman, also of the division, reported on the
recommendations of an
Agriculture Land Study
and Policy Committee
formed by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. in February
1981.
It was formed to determine how to deal with
problems of farmland
loss shown in a 1977 National Agricultural Land
Study commissioned by
the U.S. Council on Environmental Quality and
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
The study indicated
that between 1967 and
1977, about 30 million
acres of agricultural land
was converted to other
uses, including 10 million
acres judged prime
farmland.
In Kentucky, the loss
was 938,785 acres, including 250,000 acres of
prime farmland — or
about 254 acres a day.
At the same time,
farmers increased their
crops, Head said.
In Kentucky, for example, soybean acreage increased from 200,000
acres in 1960 to 1.7 million
acres in 1980, he said.
He said the result has
been farming of more
land previously con-
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Writer reviews
fire prevention

sidered marginal — land
more susceptible to erosion and other problems.
The Kentucky committee recommended steps
including creation of
planning groups to represent agricultural interests in each county,
and the legislation to set
up the agricultural
districts, Head said.
He said one provision of
the law evidently will rule
out the proposed districts
in Fayette and Carter
counties, however.
It says the protected
districts may not include
land that is within a city's
wastewater management
planning area under the
federal water pollution
control act, and is
therefore presumably
slated for development.
Lexington's federal
management planning
area includes all of
Fayette County, and the
proposed district in
Carter County is in
similar area, Head said.
The commission is going to have to turn them
down."
He and Coleman said
later that management
planning areas often include more land than is
likely to be developed,
and suggested that the
legislature may want to
set a smaller
geographical limit
around cities to allow
more farmland to be protected.

The following essay
was written by Jeanne
Thorn, a freshman and
member of the Calloway
Coenty FFA, in observance of National Fire
Prevention Month.

GRASS WATERWAY — Jewell Jones, doter operator, Crawford Hanley,landowner, and Brent Miller, Soil Conservationist, with the Soil Conservation Service are standing in a newly constructed grass waterway near Kirtsey. This
practice will be established in Ky. 31 fescue and serve as an erosion control
measure on Crawford Hanley'sfarm.

Eleven people die in three months,
a result of farm-related accidents

LOUISVILLE — A
farm accident survey
conducted by Kentucky
Farm Bureau indicates
that at least 11 Kentuckians suffered fatal
farm-related accidents in
The Kentucky Soil and the three-month period
Water Conservation Com- July 1 through Sept. 30.
The 11, including a twomission approves,
amends or denies the pro- year-old child and a 74posed districts, after lan- year-old man, died as a
downers petition their result of on-farm aclocal conservation cidents or in off-farm acdistrict boards of super- cidents involving farm
visors and receive their machinery.
The survey results
approval.
comprise
the first in a
The local boards
evaluate the petitions series of quarterly, semibased on the capability of annual and annual
the land to support reports to be compiled by
agriculture, viability Of the bureau, according to
current farming on the David Finney, safety and
land, development pat- special programs directerns and needs of the tor. Finney said the obcounty, and any other jective of the survey project is to compile and
relevant information.
Rep. Donald J. Bland- 'analyze statistical data
ford, D-Philpot and the on farm fatalities and
subcommittee chairman, publicize the findings in
said the group will study an effort to build safety
farmland protection pro- awareness among
grams in other states to farmers.
"Farming is an exsee what revisions might
tremely
dangerous ocbe advisable.

Buy a new Case farm tractor...choose

special Case

cupation, ranking right fatal accidents occurred
up there with mining and in the afternoon or early
other vocations con- evening hours, bearing
sidered to be most hazar- out survey findings in
dous," Finney noted. other states that most
"But part of what makes serious mishaps occur
it so dangerous is the late in the day, when
disregard of simple safe- farmers are tired and
ty precautions by so :ess apt to be cautious.
many farmers, their
Seven of the eleven acvisitors or their family cidents involved farm
members."
machinery, another
Finney cautioned that predictable finding since
the statistics released in tractors and implements
the July-September with moving parts acquarterly report have to count for a large percenbe considered tage of all farm acpreliminary, since many cidents, safety officials
fatalities occur long after say.
the accidents and are
Of the 11 fatalities, one
reported erratically each occurred in Lyon,
either through news ac- Daviess, LaRue, Nelsoh,
counts or other data Jessamine, Grant, Harsources.
rison, Montgomery and
Initial comparison of Menifee counties. Two
the figures indicate that were recorded in Lee
the quarter was a County.
relatively safe one for
farmers. Figures supplied by the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture document a
total of 17 accidental
farm fatalities in the
state during the same
period last year, and 20 in FRANKFORT —
the same three months of Knowing hat's going on
during the 1982-83 tobacco
1980.
An age comparison on marketing season is just
the 11 reported victims a phone call away from
points to a farily even Kentucky farmers,
distributon across the members of the news
spectrum. Using the Na- media and other intional Safety Council's dividuals interested in
age categories, two vic- the annual sales.
Again this year, the
tims were in the 1-14 age
group, two in the 15-24 Kentucky Department of
group, two from 25-44, Agriculture and the
two from 45-64, and three federal Tobacco Market
were over 65. All the vic- News Service will pro-vide a toll-free, 24-hour
tims were males.
Eight of the eleven information service on
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Special meeting to explain
tobacco marketing program
A special meeting to ex- Western Dark Tobacco
plain the new tobacco Growers Association.
A representative from
marketing program will
be Thursday at 7:30 p.m. the tobacco association
at the West Kentucky -and also from the, ASCS
Livestock and Exposition office will be present to
explain the changes
Center.
This informational made by the government
meeting is being spon- in the tobacco program.
This is open to the
sored by Calloway County Farm Bureau and public, a spokesman said.

Toll-free telephoning puts farmers
up-to-date with seasonal activity

financing for up to 48 months
You have the option of choosing 88% A P.R. financing with any of our new Case 90 senes farm tractors purchased
between September 1 and October 31. 1982. Purchase must be financed through J I Case Credit Corporation

Each year the president of the United States
sets aside the week of
Oct. 9 as Fire Prevention
Week. As a member of
the Calloway County
Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, I
would like to remind the
people of the community
to take greater precautions against fire. Fire
prevention must be carried on by the individual,
the family and the community.
Each person is urged to
examine his own home,
both inside and out and to
make it safe from fire.
People with wood burning
stoves should be especially careful to have them
Installed properly and to
clean their chimneys
before the wood burning
season. Oily or paintstained rags must not be
put away in closets or attics where they may
burst into flames through
spontaneous combustion.
Wiring should be inspected regularly to
make sure it is in good
condition. Smokers
should be extremely
careful to form safe

smoking habits, to never
smoke in bed, and to
always make sure their
cigarettes are completely
out. Matches should
always be kept out of the
reach of children. These
are only a few things your
family can do to prevent
fire in your home.
As a member of our
community, we must try
very hard to prevent field
fires and the needless
destruction of timbers.
Trash should be burned in
a proper way and never
on a day when there is a
high wind. Camp fires
should always be put
completely out.
Automatic sprinkler
systems should be installed in all large buildings.
A good fire record in a
community means a
reduction in insurance
costs. Our industries
should take special
precautions and keep.
their fire escapes and
fire-fighting equipment in
good condition. Workers
should be trained to know
exactly what to do in case
of a fire. Our fire inspectors should be strict in enforcing our fire prevention laws.
Let us all work together
to make this a safe firefree country and stop the
needless damage,
destruction, and loss of
life caused by fire each
year.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

the burley, dark-fired and
dark air-cured auction
seasons. The toll-free
number is 1-800-432-9262.
The service, which
begins operation Nov. 15
for burley auctions, will
provide messages which
will be updated three
times a day, said state
Agriculture Commissioner Alben W. Barkley
II. Information on the
dark-fired and dark aircured markets will be added as those sales begin,
he added.
Information provided
daily on the toll-free line
will include the average
price farmers are receiving for their tobacco at
market locations, the
number of pounds of
tobacco sold, and grade
and price information.
The daily reports will

be updated between 10
a.m. and 11 a.m., around
4 p.m. and again at 6:30
p.m. The 6:30 p.m. recording will be available on
the line until the first update the following morning.
"We encourage
everyone to make use of
this special 24-hour service," Barkley said.
"Providing specific
mailet prices and other
marketing information
should be of great
assistance to the state's
tobacco farmers."
SPACECRAFT
An unmanned Soviet
spacecraft dropped instruments on the surface
of Venus'in 1967, reporting that the planet's
temperature is hot
enough to melt metal.

special super rebates up to $9400

waiver
offlnc.charges
instead of 88% A P R financing. you can
choose a wander-of-finance-charges option
Under this plan. you buy any of our new Case
farm tractors. finance charges vie be waved
horn dale of purchase unto, June 1 1983 Put
chase must be financed through J I Case Credit
C,orporahon

Waive),of financ• char's.
on uss41 farm tractors
If you buy one colour used farm tractors any
make betereen September 1 and October 31
1962 finance charges enli be waived horn date
of purchase until March 1 1983 Purchase must
be fthanoed through J I Case Credit Corporation

for cash purchases
11 you choose this rebate
no-finanorg option with
the purchase of any of
our new Case farm hectors, Case we send you
a chech fOr the dollar
amount opposite the
Case model you buy
may be applied
icwrard your purchase
price NOTE Government AgenciesDepart
merits do not qualify to
rebates

Rowe

CASEI
REBATE

ELIGIBLE
100011

ELIGIBLE
YODEL

CASH —1
REBATE

NIB 4-.. $8,400 re

t•irs
iiss r

$3,800

IMM 4... $8,000

$3,200

ams

$6,400

iso «.

$2,800

isse 2-ss
nes 2-tue

$5,400

sr IP

$1,800

$5,000

use El.
me a

$1,300

44114

22N2IM $4,200

$1,500

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
SOYBEANS

specialfactory selling allowances
to make your trade even better

753-3404

Offers valid September 1 thru October 31. 1982 See us now

MEE EQUIPMENT CO.

Grain
I

503 Walnut

753-3062

ME

Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

Agricultural credit is our only business at the Production Credit Asscociation each and every one of
our loan officers deals with ag credit only — each
and every working day! And one of our loan officers
can help meet your production goals. Even if your
regular PCA loan officer is out of the office —
there's always an ag credii specialist on hand who
can help you.
Other financial lending institutions have spread
their time and money among several different interests. But not us! At PCA you'll find a specialty
team — people who know the score when it comes to
financing agriculture.

Wale
land•
loadina,=z"
ist Lestalk!

Jackson Purchase PCA
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Pre holiday Sale
Save s6 to $10
Sake 23.99 Reg $30 Electric blanket of soft
poly/acrylic has 11 settings Twin size
Full, single control, Reg $40 Sale 33.99
Full, dual control, Reg $50 Sate 43.99
Queen, dual control Reg $60 Sake 49.99

Save s8 to $12
Sete $32 Reg $40 Comforter cozily quilted
with Astrofillo polyester Twin size
Full Reg $50 Sole $40
Queen Reg $60 saw $41
Bedskirt available in twin and full sizes

ro

Save 20%

Save 2.60

Selo 11.20 Reg $14 Round-caw poryiconon
short a a great topper to any bottom Liao
mose poly b4encl belled slacks
Reg $25 Sale $30. Misses sizes

Sabo Nall nog $13 044 taansoned lawor,orm
Our tong 9ovisns m cotton Kenn* Come .ii iota
of stvbes and prints $ ki

I.

• -7•••:

Save 2.40
Sale 9.60 Reg $12 Long gown of soft
brushed acetate/nylon with wide lace yoke
and cuffs Romantic pastels for S.M,L.

Save 5.60
Sale 22.40 Reg $28 Misses' full length wrap
robe with shawl collar Acetate/nylon
XS,S,M,L

•it•
.11 4144,z-•
;*. •.
4%Aka
.."'•
.

Save 5.80

Save'2 to $4

Sole 23.20 Reg $29 Misses' lull length robe
with trapunto trimmed neckline and sleeves
Zip Iron, acetate/polyester

Svieetworke Side striped activewear
colorful fleece S U L
Zip-front jacket Rog $22 Sole 17.90
Track shorts Reg $/0 Sete 99

in

cozy

Irki

Save $3
Sale $7 Reg. $10. Plump bedpillovvs with
Dacron,II polyester fill. Poly/cotton cover.
Standard.
Queen size, Reg $13 Sale 11.70

full size

Sale 7.99 Reg 9 99 Smooth poly/cotton
percale solids Flat and fitted are the same
price. Full size
Twin, Reg 7.99 Sale 5.99
Queen, Reg 15 99 Sale 13.99
Pillowcases, by the pair
Standard, Reg 7.99 Sale 6.99
Queen, Reg. 8 99 Sale 7.99

Save 3.60

Save $2

Sale 8.39 Reg. 11 99. Twin size fitted mattress
pad of poly/cotton with Astrofilll polyester

Sale 2.99 Reg $5 Cotton/poly bath towels
with jazzy jacquard borders
Hand towel. Reg 3 50 Sale 2.49
Wash cloth. Reg $2 Salo 1.29

fiberfill.
Full, Reg. 15.99 Sale 13.99
Queen, Reg 20.99 Sale 17.99

p.m.
Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 9:00
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
.11112 J C nooney

1

Save'2

Save 1.37

Save $9
Sale 16.99 Reg $26 Just a quick zip, and this
jacket s a vest% Nylon shell with nylon quilted
to polyester lining Girls 4-6s

Sal* 4.13 Rog 5 50 Cottoninyion crossover
bra with lac* upper cups and adjustable
stretch straps for easy comfort

Save 1.62
Salo 4.99 Reg $7 Our JCPenney towel is as
big and thirsty as they come 25x50" of
cotton/poly terry
Hand towel. Reg $5 Sal.410
Wash cloth. Reg 2 20 Salo 1.99

JCPenney

Sale 4.1111 Rag 6 50 Our natural cup crossover tricot bra has nylon/spandex Sides and
back and adjustable stretch straps

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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DEAR ABBY With Christmas,,cosaing soon, our problem must be faced, and we don't know how to handle it.
To lay it right on the line, with the economy the way it is,
my husband and I can't afford to send Christmas gifts
this year (To tell you the truth, we still owe for last
year's Christina. gifts.)
We don't want anybody to give us gifts this year because we can't afford to give any. But how do you tell
people that. Abby?
OVERDRAWN IN DETROIT

Dealt)

Statewide traffic accidents reported

By The Ansociatad Press fatally when the
auto in non at the University of
Traffic accidents which she was riding
ran Kentucky Medical
across Kentucky during off U.S. 45 about 14
miles Center.
the weekend left 11 people from Mayfiekl
Sunday,
Steven Wayne Bash, 27,
dead, according to state officers reported.
of Louisville, died at 2:86
police and local The same type of
acci- a.m. Saturday when he
DEAR OVERDRAWN: Come Thanksgiving, write
authorities.
dent Sunday killed was struck by a car as he
By Abigail Van Buren
a note saying,"We are thankful for folks with whom
The weekend deaths Deborah Hendren,
20, al was walking across the
we can be honest. We're not in a position to send
raised the count to 703 for Harrodsburg. Her
vehicle street toward his home.
Christmas gifts this year (nor do we expect gifts),
the year versus 715 left the New
Dixville
but please accept our love and sincere good wishes
A two-car crash at 7:20
through
Nov. 8, 1981.
Road approximately two a.m. Saturday on Kenf9r a joyous and blessed holiday."
Oscar Hornung Jr., 58, miles from Harrodsb
urg, tucky 32 some 5 miles
•
and his wife Mary L. Hor- state police said.
•• •
east of Morehead claimed
nung, 57, of 1260 Gilmore
Police said two elderly the life of Buddy Sloan,
DEAR ABBY: Your reply to "Miserable," whose husband
Lane, Louisville died in women died at 10:55
DEAR ABBY: My cousin is getting married for the
refuses to wear his hearing aid and says he hears "just
p.m. 75, of rural Morehead, ofsecond time. At her bridal shower she passed around a
an accident late Sunday Friday when
fine," shows that you have no idea what it's like to live
their car ficers reported.
box
of
envelope
s and asked everyone to address an enveafternoon.
with someone who has a hearing problem. You said,"Quit
crashed into the side of a
A Fort Knox soldier
lope to herself. She said they were for thank-you notes.
Police said a flatbed tractor trailer truck that
nagging him. Maybe he's trying to tune you out. One of
died
at 11:24 p.m. Friday
I've
never
heard
have
this
before,
of
you?
What
do
you
the most precious rights a person has is the right to be left
tractor trailer lost its was backing across
U.S. night in an accident on
think of my cousin's behavior?
alone."
load of heavy utility con- 62 within the limits
of
APPALLED IN PENNSYLVANIA
My husband also claims he hears "just fine" — that
duits while travelling White Plains in Hopkins U.S. 31W within the city
limits of Radcliff, police
everyone else mumbles. Meanwhile he turns the TV volnorth on 1-65 near County.
DEAR APPALLED: I am appalled, too. I'm all for
said.
ume up so high, the rest of the family is forced to leave the
Abraham Flexnor Way, The victims
doing things the easy way, but I think your cousin
were
State police identified
room.
and the 40-foot conduits Marvene J. Wilkens,
overdid
it.
71, her as Tina M. Bitter, 20.
In social situations he asks me to repeat everything
fell into the southbound and Myrtle S. Beemer,
that's being said. Consequently, I miss half the conversa73,
•• •
lanes, crushing one car both of Greenville. No 11111111111MINimingmingml
tion because I'm busy yelling in his ear. I could go on and
and striking three others. charges were filed in
on.
conDEAR ABBY: OK, so New York is known as "The Big
Four people from the nection with the accident.
I think you owe that woman an apology, Abby.
Apple,"
but I'll bet you don't know what the city of Cleveother cars that were
ANOTHER MISERABLE WIFE
An empty tanker truck
land is called
struck received treat- and a tractor trailer
G.T.
SHAKER
IN
HEIGHT
S
DEAR WIFE: I owe her more than that. I owe her
ment for injuries at truck loaded with sand
a more helpful answer, and here it is:
Louisvil
le hospitals. collided head-on at 5 a.m.
DEAR G.T.: Oh, yes, I do! It's called "Plum City,"
"Dear Miserable: Go right on nagging your husPolice said the truck Saturday on U.S. 27 some
and
have
T-shirt
I
a
prove
to
Now,
it.
there
is
any
band until he consults an audiologist who will
driver was not injured.
13 miles south of Stanford
city that is known as "The Pita')
evaluate his hearing disorder and help him correct
Diana Stearns, 32, of in Lincoln County.
it medically, surgically or with a hearing aid."
rural Olive Hill died SunThe driver of the
Anyone who wants up-to-date information about
day night when she was tanker, Robert 0. New,
hearing loss and available hearing help should write
You're never too old (or too young) to learn how
struck by a car 1 mile 49, of Somerset, was killto: Hearing, Box 1840, Washington, D.C. 10013. The
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
east of Soldier in Carter ed outright. The sand
information is free, but please enclose a stamped,
firmabmite
on Popularity, send $1, plus a long, self-addressed,
County on Kentucky 174, truck continued on for a
self-addressed envelope.
stamped (37 cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity,P.O.
according to state police.. quarter of a mile, hit an
FOR TUESDAY,
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
* * *
Diana Smith, 34, of embankment and burst
NOVEMBER 9,1982
Paducah, was injured into flames. An unidentified motorist stopped
What kind of day will tomorand rescued the driver, row be? To find out what the
Morris Littrell, 40, of stars say, read the forecast
Monticello. Littrell was given for your birth sign.
reported in critical condiARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Murray Middle School of the 1982 school year
Despite a changed appointParent-Teacher will be the annual "Back
ment, you'll make important
Organization presented to School Night" on Tuesprogress on the job. Your
the school with a Sabin day, Nov. 9. The meeting
courage and common sense
870 Copier for use by will begin at 6:45 p.m. in
combine effectively.
school personnel. Sup- the auditorium. Parents
TAURUS
plies and service for the then will follow student
(Apr. 20 to May 20) IJIA,
machine also is provided schedules and become acA date may not be able to
by the PTO.
quainted with class ac- FRANKFORT — join you this evening, but an
In addition to that pro- tivities.
Transportation Secretary alternative engagement project the PTO also pro- Parents may join PTO James Runke and former ves exciting. Talks lead to
vides each student with prior to the meeting. Transportation Secretary mutual understanding.
handbook folders and Membership fees are 82 Frank Metts will release GEMINI
plans, and funds ac- per family.
Y
the cabinet's six-year (May 21 to Jwie 20) n°Ilid
A loved one is erratic in
tivities for Teacher Ap- Other officers in addi- highway and bridge conpreciation Week which is tion to Moffitt are structon program on behavior, though you'll be
•
able to make important
observed each spring.
Georgianna Moffitt, Thursday.
The PTO projects are secretary; Sue Allison, The document will be domestic changes. You decide
funded intwo ways, sale treasurer; Dean Poston, released during * 1 p.m. to work overtime.
1 110ER
k
of school pictures and school picture chairman; press conference in the 4.
(June
21
to
lily
22)
wa'
members
hip
fees,
ac- Ann Kelly Bolin and State Reception Room on
COPIER PRESENTED — Admiring the new copier presented to the Murray Middle
It may be difficult to concenSchool by the Parent- cording to Allen Moffitt, Becki Wilson,
teacher ap- the second floor of the trate before noon,
Teacher
Organiza
tion
are,
from
left,
John
Hine,
principal
,
and
Linda
Emerson, Joan Wilson, Pat McMullin PTO president.
but later
5.
preciation chairmen.
Capitol.
and Roy Weatherly, teachers.
you'll settle down. Take the inPhoto by Harry Allison
The first PTO meeting
itiative in romance. Express
your ideas.
LEO
•
SORRY..EARS GET
LOUISVILLE, Ky. parking lot of a Louisville (July 23to Aug. 22)
TIRED TOO, YOU KNOUJ.
Unexpected expenses may
Ito
(AP) — The FBI has ar- motel as Adkins attemparise,
but your efforts to imrested two Tennessee ted to negotiate the sale
!
prove income succeed. Before
men who allegedly at- of the tractor-trailer rig shopping,
discuss your choices
tempted the illegal sale of and its liquid cargo, with close
ties.
1,300 bottles of Jack valued at about $250,000. VIRGO
,Daniels whiskey.
According to Doty, (Aug.23 to Sept. 22) UP kali•
FBI spokesman Phil Adkins was apparently
Someone at home may be
Doty said that Charles under contract to temperamental. A desire for
•
Wayne Adkins, 31, of transport the whiskey self-improvement should be
•
Jacksbor
o, Tenn., and from the Lynchburg, acted upon. Sign up for a
MARK LASKY•
I STILL CAN'T GET MY
•
David Day, 27, of Tenn., distillery to San course of study.
MIND OFF
WIN
Pioneer, Tenn., were Antonio, Texas.
LIBRA
Eel
THE
ME
lodged in the Jefferson Doty said that Adkins (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -IL
—
<C:2>
WORL
D
Some
County
surprisin
Jail
after
NEITH
their
g
news
arcould
and
ER
Day
would be charg•
•
rest Saturday, pending ed with theft from an in- upset you, but you'll be able to
SERIES
•
the filing of a complaint terstate shipment, an of- rectify the situation. Maintain
Alt16.
today before a U.S. fense punishable on con- a low profile for success.
t
•
magistrate.
viction by up to 10 years SCORPIO
4111111M. •.1)
Doty said the men were in prison and a fine of (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
eV
You're in the mood to have a
taken into custody in the $5,000.
terltai
,
k•
party or out-of-town guests, so
make these arrangements
now. Participate in group ac© 1962 United Feature Syndicate Inc
tivities.
BEETLE WON'T LOAF
SAGITTARIUS
afig0
ON TIMT BROOM ANYMORE!
(Nov.n toDec. 21)'
4
A too-independent attitude
could work against you, yet
ACROSS
4 Abounds
career gains are likely.
1 Landed
5 Conjunction
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle Private talks are favored
5 Skewer
6 Fragments
9 Hail!
MOM MUCH after dark.
7 Capri, for one
12 Eat
=UMW BOUM CAIIRICORN
8 Golf mound
13 River in
9 Winged
100 1302420 COMB (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Xia
France
10 Reject
You'll make arrangements
CUM UM= CO
14 Conducted
11 Paradise
.
UU120
p
visit someone afar. Friends
to
GOMM
OU
15 Put off
16 Note of scale CUMULI MUUDO
.•
CIO ask you to join them at a con17 Raise
18 Change
OMB OEM
cert, play or film tonight.
19 Punish by
direction
MUM
= MEM Relax.
•
54
fine
20 American
MI UM= GUM AQUARIUS
21 Short jacket
ostriches
OU IMMO UM
22 Takes the
22
Caprice
HONEY,YOU
DAGVVOOD,•K>U HAVE
OUOU UMW DU (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
SURE I DID...
blue ribbon
23
Greek
letter
A friend can't be counted on.
HAVE TO FIX THE
24 That man
THATS WHY
25 Ursine animal IDUOUDU DOOM
Talk
directly with higher-ups
SINK
UTIILIU DOOM
25 Insect
27 Athletic
Kj
I'M HIDING
about your career goals. Do
26 Torrid
group
further research regarding an
27 Bed canopy 28 Walk on
37 Essays
animal
investment.
29 Liquid meas. 29 Skin fruit
39 Remains at
45 Exists
31 — a boy!
PISCES
30 South African
ease
47 Uncooked
32 Diphthong
Dutch
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(Q
.
41 Mood
Permit
49
33 Sun god
34 Feathers
42 Alms box
Watch impulsive. moves
Brown
50
of
34 Kind of soup 36 See 56
43 Highway
renown
regarding career projects.
35 RI's neighbor
Across
44 Stubborn
53 And - Lat
Social life picks up now with
36 Spring
1 2 3 4
festival
5 8 7 8
9 10 11 invitations for travel, parties
38 Meadow
and romance.
12
14
111
39 Ranch animal
13II
YOU BORN TODAY have a
-°-(oe-Elesi-ter.A2
40 Exlamation
17
strong will and dislike taking
15
41 Ship bottom
orders. Naturally interested in
ki
42 War god
A.
SHE BELIEVEDN NON.
,,
,, UNTIL
NE EVERN.A.
i9 SI
II
211I1 world problems and philan44 Steak order
YOUR PHANTOM. 00E5
HERSELF SO
24
thropy, you gravitate toward
46 Platform
IRRESISTIBLE, THAT PLEASE 'IOU,
2511
61
FA liti
48 Little
NO MAN COULD
LADY DIANA ?
29 30 politics and public service.
51 Household
You work well in partnership
REJeCT HER,
33
pet
and
when motivated by an
II
ki•
34II
52 Toward
ideal. You'll succeed in almost
4
shelter
any artistic or literary purp.
54 S-shaped
41111 suit.Writing, teaching, law,
molding
44
religion and publishing are
55 Paid notices
ilia
some of the other areas in
56 Direction
57 Soaks
which you'll find happiness.
DOWN
Birthdate of: Ed Wynn,come1 Sum up
dian; King Edward VII of
2 Falshood
England; and Sargent
3 Babies
Sluiver,politician.

Woman Losing Mind As
Husband Loses Hearing

Your Individual
Horoscope

New machine donated
to MMS's personnel

Road, bridge
construction
soon released

Two bootleggers apprehended

4124-IA

WANNA
PLAY TICTAC-TOE?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

BEETLE!
WPIAT PIP
NE Do
Tbo YOU?!

=,si‘

NNL

hi

161

61

161

WUIUI4
iii IUUU
61

61
WU•UII 1
6161
•
WIUUII "
111
61IU IUIIII
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RICKS
INKY
Jewelry Repain
Watch repairs
Stew setting
Ode repair
753-2835
Covert Square Mar
ray
M&G Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,
store fronts and in
suiated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2796
816 Coldwater Road.

llare 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 for en ipspiroliewel message to
aright** yew day.
Chilrea's tope 759-

I

4445,

Now Open. Flo's Flea
Market. Go 94 East to
Duncan's Grocery, turn
right, 5 miles. Phone
436-5894. Hrs. 9a.m.-5
p.m.

We do Copy and
'
Restoration of old III
I y.
if a m

"photographs.
CARTER STUDIO
753 8298
303 Mom
Reduce safe & fast with
GoBese Capsules &
E-Vap "water pills"
Hottand Drug.

SPECIAL
SALE
himiegton 30.06 742

14.001118,8111

It Aliocslhaesue

Used office desk. Mt
11111.
,
MB Or 753
We buy aluminum beverso* cans. Biro Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton

Weed for sale
tivered anytime
7V4.

SIN Per wee* Port
Time at Home. Webster, America's popular
dictionary company
needs home workers to
update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience unnecessary.
Call 1-716-143-6000 Ext.
3061.
Now taking applications
for dancers, waitresses
and bartenders at the
Olympic Torch Lounge
Cali 444•
Restaurant
9577 for appointment or
person from
apply in
4-12 p.m.
OIL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
necessary. Start immediately. 535,000 plus
per year. For information, 312-920-9677, ext.
1774B.
RN Nursing Service.
11-7 o'clock shift. Pay
$7.75 to $8.30 start,
based on experience. 50
cents per hour shift
differential. Duties encompass assessing the
needs of each patient
and planning the nursing care to meet those
needs. Qualifications:
graduate of an accredited school of nursing, licensed and
currently registered as
a professional nurse in
Kentucky. Clinical experience required. Good
physical and emotional
health. Contact Kenenthia Taylor, Marshall
County Hospital, 5271336.
RN or LPN position
3vailable. Part time for
the 3-11 shift, working
Monday thru Friday
with every weekend off
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care inn, 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
or call 247-0200.
Sincere Book Sr-li
Agents wanted now!
Part-time or full. Do not
confuse with usual
worn-out offers. No
experience needed. Full
details send $1.00 to:
ELTJ, Unlimited, P.O.
Box 624, Dresden, Tenn
38225.
Wanted MSU piano
music student to teach
Elementary piano in
my home. Home very
close to campus within
walking distance. Well
rewarded. 753-4996.

Weedinester
$225.00

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

'V.Waited
Secretory and
Sales help wanted.
Experience preferred. Apply in person no phone calls

Oirogic Man
Hrs. 9-9 Deily
9-1 Sunday

. Card of Thanks
CARD OF
THANKS

THAT'S IT GOLD
& SILVER JEWELRY
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Tlw fussily of Maio UIcifisld wishos to *esti Hie
miry Monis, miglilsors
awl family fix His food,
flowers, phone calls, cords
sail money given. Roy. Pool
Omani, Rot. Will.. Bolen
fins foo their comforting
words. Nurses of No
Callaway Comity Hospital
Intensive Caro, Dr. Dm
Walker, and ilelock Colosimo fenerol Some. May
Go/ Bless.

. Help Wanted
Women to watch 5 year
old girl in our home,
some light housework
required. Hours 8-4,
Monday thru Friday.
$50 per week 753-5207
after 5 p.m

10. Business Opportunity
INDOOR MINIATURE
GOLF COURSES. Any
store-loft-barn suitable.
Max profit-Min. invest.
$3,900. Financing.
LOMMA, Box 9555,
Scranton, Penna. 18503.
Tel. (717) 34-5559-

11.1nOnictim
Aerobic Dancing. Free
introductory classes
Tues., Nov. 9 and Wed.,
Nov. 10 at 5 p.m. Place:
TAE KWON DO Center.
Olive Blvd. MSU Campus. Call Karen, 7599980.
Guitar lessons. Have
experience and references. 753-3686.

You Won't Believe
The Bargains YouCan Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger Times 753.1916

ARD
$50.00 to anyone furnishing information leading to or for the
return of a brown leather purse or
green cloth purse and contents
took Thqrsday night at the Skating
rink. No questions asked. Call
753-0035.

0e474

it/ANA Noe Seise

11440. 1 balroent, 2.5
miles front 451.1 corn
pus. Neat for cooed,
15. Artides tar Sale
couple. counter will fin
once with no triter's/
$500 down, $100 per
month for 24 mos. Total
12.900. 606-672-3479
IWO. 3 bedroom on a Vs
acre lot 1 1/3 from 641
Sant on Tom Taylor
Rd Asking $7,500, call
after 6p.m. 753-4512.
12x40 all electric, central air, storm windows
partly furnished, pole
Pie Sal Mobile and underpinning. one
deck. Call 435-4141 or
- Night Raider.
312-2332 after 5p.m.
Call 753-1200
12x65 American '70
model, li/z baths, 3
bedrooms. Private
large fat with septic and
Baby Swing -O Matic, city water hook-up Call
Bathinette, infant after 4 p.m. 753-3635.
clothes and shoes, fuel 14x70 three bedroom. 2
Oil stove, go-cart with bath, underpinning, 200
350 Honda motor, size 12 AMP service pole, all
wedding dress, size 1415 electric. 437-4171.
winter coat, size 8 or 9
1962 Double wide 21x56,
winter coat, car seat,
fireplace, built-in kitsewing
Singer
old
chen, 3 bedroom, cenmachine. 435-4456.
tral heat and air, $1,000
Barber chairs, excel- assume note. /74-2227.
lent condition, 759-1502.
A two bedroom newly
Belle & Howell camera furnished. Shady Oaks
projector, and screen Mobile Home Court.
with sound like new. Call 153-5209.
Uses Super 8 film
192-6462 or can be seen Z.Mobile Home Rentals
at Uncle Willie's TradNice two bedroom
ing Post Midway.
trailer near Murray, no
ComFor sale Air
pets. Call 119-2611.
pressors. Dill Electric,
Three bedroom Trailer.
753-9104.
Ca11753-2211.

For
Sale

16. Home Furnishings
4•=f

29. Heating-Cooling

fl Services Oelerve

Hum ter Sale

Psle-Sepplies
oirC °armee Shopfteed
OS cnompoons
alto Word deo and
Registered Eskint•
Spitz SU 554 /In.
For sale 3 larin roles'
and trained mete I Vr.
old boogies Aren't gun
shy and will net run
deer
Also 5 mature
rest 4N-V49

J.Poullry-Sepplies
Sale different
variety of peacock, ales
other fowl. Call
1 522 653 59S1 at 3. 61
For

43. Reel Beale
Ponies Thema@
leseroese g
Reel Effete
Seettiside Coed Sq.
Morey, ILeakicky

Mot Coen le Cams
Demi ben Iverysieme
Webb /anima Imo 1901
1912 Caliewer Seed
lessesky 42171
I 542175J-01U
awyOne
POI 1. 1111111011
beim
ilemead 1awk41
New and exclusively
different listing In Canterbury Estates. Beautiful custom built 4
bedroom, 2 l/z bath
Colonial Farm Style
home. Pegged hardwood floors, chair rails,
custom built kitchen
wpantry and
microwave. Two decks
for outdoor enjoyment.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

tOtit °LOIN
moosEgt Remy tSe
luxury of large site
mate pies many bunt
ins wile gright. &aortal
avow New central ges
turnac• plus gore,*
apartment fir rental
income Cali 753 1492
today for yew tow el
ote preoerty Owner is
makino this house at
WOW* Me owns Peso
homes his 1801 is pow
gain CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs. Realtors
Small house and NI.
also trailer, hilliest bid
753.5791
Three bedroom on 2
acres. great tor calves
and Nines 713 3192 or
753-6271 ass for David
vacant and Ready for
you! 3 bedroom. 7 bath
home, electric heat,
air conditioner, range.
dishwasher and drapes
Well land
included
scaped lot, double
driveway. carport,
storage building, and
priced in the low SIO's
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222.
Very nice frame home
in country Must see to
appreciate the low price
on this home 3 be
drooms, dryer hook up
with wall to wall carpeting and paneled
walls Lots of yard and
gardening with 4 acres.
Only 127,300. For more
details call Spann
Realty Assoc 753 7724.

%sib. Ai Pass. IS
19/6 011evrilipt Monte
yours ogposimos.al
s•ott gee mileage
I vefteogli753MI
wairg goosimosoll.
”77 Dadhon 11110. Al
Illisssos. 0004M
condition Plasm 754
343.2,01.
1141
1977 ()edge Charger
sports car. bucket
seats. • track. stereo lab's sense mov..
souAd. good condition
mew it years Wiwi,
1971 Dodge MOW* 4 ••per Nix* remodel
deer. clean. family
issoiriows. ceric••••
Oern•O Cars actual werk ressenS. gerieroi
Phone Immo momss.nce Call
mileage
753 7747 Located 722 rst atm
Fairtane Or
1977 Trans Ant good
Ahawhem and MO
condition 437 4776
dig sod
1971 LTD. Ilrimortvii
Wise Se alumni.
moss mites tilt. cruise
Air, stereo AM FM
MIN Pwillab*tape 14.340 Call 7f•
les& Mow
1049
753-11173
tilTe VW Rii*Olt. air 4
1040041. pood condition
Fence sales at WKS
577.9,32
now C•ii Sears 75)734
Chernolet pockup trIAK
for tree estimate ter
I wheal
7977 model
your needs
drive with sir and
hookup for trailer 753
71176
Extra clean 1969
Plymouth Valent. •
cylinder, automatic
will sell or trade tor
pick up truck Call 49
I se*
2595

redecorsted

Melle Gibes,
keelnases, Notches, Curie
Cebleets its.
leasswahle
434-7344
Need win on oily,
trent Te11100
4. Iron
ono. ~Mg. complete
remeirel sod ,
1 6oni Can
110V111•1 Teel
ter Pro
lessees.' frog Care
ggis
/
1

IMO SYMMS
Au MOM

20 yours ooporionso
111sib5ad lines oar
sposisess.
11001,111
ROOS CO.
35,4.4)77

PROFESS/ONAL
TYPING
SERVICE

SO. Used Inds
1967 Chevrolet Pickup.
VI standard. iono
9000 shape 436 5106
1962 Dodo. Ram Pickup
Call 7335571

SI. Campers

FR SALE

•
Au Castes

NW Mew. MK Cal
nesigllainers 91

1973 Dodge Tioga motor
home 20ft sleeps 6,
completely silt
contained Needs motor
work $1000 or best
offer Call 436 5510

WIT BASIMINI t we
make wet basements
Orr wets comatosely
Call or
teed
•
write Morgan Con
Promotion structien
Co lew 7 Sea
4114 A, Pei:luta% icy
reossriblso ci.
83097, or call I ea MU
.PScIe,
We Inn It end ins
monsoon at • discount
vosilshio.
from individuals ono
Companies
111•1 Air Center
TPw
William Cole. Manager
GENERAL HOME 753 5373
REPAIR IS years es
Carpentry,
perience
concrete. plumbing,
roofing. sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates Days 474
specialise is manor
7159. nights 474 7176
root piss* wk.
Guttefine.,.Ny. Sears
Mil water loos owd
Sears continuous gut
ter% installed for your
specifications Cali
s
!Va
"'it
Soars 753 7310 for free
estimate

1-382-2203

Val

Antique Oak table and
cabin en water
chairs, hutch. $500 firm.
474-2227.
W. Cypress
frost
Air conditioning,
Four rooms of good
Ns Ky. St Soils Mars
area
lay
cargreen
nylon
used
appliance
and
Ft. Cobalt, 140 hp
counter
Used
pet, $75.
lake. Completely 16
I/0, very nice 753 3197
refrigeration sertop stove, hood and oven
finished with or 759-4107$25. Antique rocking
vice. All brands.
Hydro Sport Bass
chair $40. 707 Fairlane
sew weed benne )7$
Boat with motor and
Dr., Murray.
759-1322.
411--o
stove. Newer be- trailer. 54.700. Call 153
Moving, must sell
DRUMM
piano, couch, 2 easy Ambassador fireplace
lay transferred. 2330
chairs, wicker couch, insert, cheap. Call 153753-1222
Price $16,500. $3. Services Offered
large braided rugs, 2 9500 before 9 a.m.
Yamaha Champ
753-3853
Call
iron heating stove
Will do plumbing
Moheads almost new, Cast
or coal.
wood
burn
will
naanno. car/entry, Pais'
P.M.
1:00
after
old Coke machine in
Attractively
49-2140
ling and fooling Call 753
good condition, coffee Call
ROM
remodeled 3
2211
table and end tables.
30. Business Rentals
bedroom home
Will do repair on home
PROBLEMS?
Call 753-9261 after 4:30
and 80 acres
and car stereo and
p.m.
S
Mood
wood
api47.
Motorcycles
portables. Call 753 4711
located 13 miles
Sofa bed, good condi.3..? Beild-op sr
Mini
tion, green Plaid. 7531973 150F Honda, $AO.
northwest of MurWarehouse
Residential. Local
6275 after 300.
753-0925.
ray. Land includes
Storwie Space
referenda. Cal Nu
Washer end dryer. Call
10YZ
1911
Yamaha,
several acre*
I
.
xTEttioor
759-9877
Per Rent
condition/133-24C
MONINC711r1nr
good timber and
900
'$2 Honda
753-475g
PAINTING
753-8176.
approx. 30 ten19. Farm Equipment
custom two tone red '12
A
dable acres. OfJC & C Sheeting Vinyl, WALl PAPf RING
Honda GL 1100 AsFor sale International
aluminum, steel Or vinyl
silver,
tone
Rent
two
pencade
For
at
fered
Apts.
only
32.
103 Combine. 753-8156
Coated aluminum Siding
Both
stereo and CB
$62,500 through
For rent Hamelot North
753-3716
for NOuSOS
and trim
about
three
are
bikes
22. Musical
Apartments, Nice 2
Dale Spencer portable Also fiberglass Snake
OPPERUD
DA'
old,
have
months
753-5292
bedroom townhouses.
sandblasting and pain
siding We also put OM Or
Hammond Organ $375
EALTY. 753around 2,000 miles
*
Appliances, central
ting Back hoe service repair galvanized and * "lige (IMAMS Tr
Call 759-1319.
1222.
753-7252.
heat. 1 bedroom aparalso available. Call 753 aluminum roofs and
Will rake yards 753
tment also available
6626 after 6:00 PM
23. Exterminating
siding for barns. 759 9345
49. Used Cars
or 753-7550.
753-7559
1600 office or 7530229
44. Lotsfor Sale
go'
1970 Volkswagon
Will rake Naves 753
Mur-Cal Apts. 1 bedhome..
co.
Serra
engood
Square
Back,
3111
ANNUM
in
lot
Kingswood
Corner
room for handicap or
Maim mi riqi sae
Will sharpen nand saws.
elderly, especially subdivision. Partial gine and body, $100
Firm 753-7510 after
circular saws, and
equipped for wheel owner financing at 10. incostes iris wort.
382-2762
terest.
Call
p.m.
chains/wt. 753-4114.
chairs. Equal OpporIldormes. Call Will EA
1973 Super Beetle, VW,
tunity Housing. Phone
Sale
45.
for
Farms
bitty. 72-1111
excellent condition $1,695
759-4964.
One bedroom, near MUST SELL! Small or best offer. Call 759-1047
downtown Murray. 753- farm south of Murray before 5 PM
'13sisss his..
4109, 762-6650 or 11 acres of tindable 1973 Volkswagon
itinesseg
write,
excellent
isloso
WI
Square
Back,
land. Only $12,000. Call
436-2444.
MD000753-3914
.
*bowel
Spann Realty Assoc. condition, low mileage,
windows, oho Ow
S1,595. 1-911-247-5397.
Roomsfor Rent
753-7724.
trAurrOe
01
wood
herd
sod ow
Sleeping room, re- ON STATE LINE RD. 1974 Opal Manta, 1900
24. Miscellaneous
Hove rwOrle loco
floors. Sotisfortlos
frigerator in hall, priv- OFF 121 SOUTH Coe. automatic transretforerwes
Stratton
6 hp. Briggs
psrowood.
ate entrance. Zim- 300 acre farm on mission, 50,000 actual
762 4792
engine with horizonal merman Apts., S. 16th blacktop that is well miles, excellent condi
shift, excellent condi- St. 753-6609.
tion,
753-1124
after
5
cattle
a
for
suited
tion. 436-5151.
operation. Five large
8 hp router tiller, same 34. Housesfor Rent
grazing fields (20-60
1972 Or sale, farm house on 4 acres in each). Each
as new, $225
Lincoln, nice car, acre lot. 11 acres good field has a pond and
$1,200. 10 ft. Boston farm land. Southwest fencing. 75 acres is
Whaler Sail Boat and Marshall County. 527- tillable. Owner will
trailor, $500. Will con - 1177.
consider financing. Also
sider trade on any of the Three bedroom house, well suited for deabove items. 436-2506.
12 miles from Murray velopment. KOPCustom firewood all on Hwy 962, Hardin. PERUD REALTY 7531222.
hard wood $25 per rick Call 606- 251 3707.
delivered. Call anytime Three bedroom, no pets.
46. Homesfor Sale
151-8590.
Evenings 753-9261.
3
Firewood cut to order. Three bedroom brick, Completed in "12".
1 1,2 bath,
bedroom,
Call
rick.
per
$30.
lake front, fireplace, ranch style home. New
436-2292.
also 2 bedroom brick, carpet, refrigerator,
6 co.-Midnight 7 Days A WW1
For Sale, like new, Ax8 Coleman Real Estate stove, a/c, drape$,
Mom 753-5351 753-5352
lighted sign. $350. Call 753-9198
blinds, disposal and
753-1217.
Two bedroom lake wallpaper. Also utility
Franklin fireplace view, full basement, room, carport, and
stove, excellent condi- deck and garage. 6250 wooden deck. 112,900.
tion. Cheap. Call 436- per month,753-1192.
16111 Oak Hill, 753-9949.
1111111US
5664 or 436-5337 after 4 Two bedroom brick HEY LOOK ME OVER,
its
with
If
with utility room, LEND ME YOUR
•
t
King, automatic wood range, refrigerator, EAR...Excellen
heater, delux cabinet large shady, garden neighborhood ..0lose to
Quality Service
electrk, tben
with lift off cook surface spot. Married couples shopping center,
Company
top. Brick lined fire box only. References and groceries, and restau* the answer.
Hewing and Air
rant. And I have spacwith cast iron grates deposit. 49/-6594.
Jobe Glover,
Alpapirese sad V
and doors. $249.99.
ious rooms and a flowCondtlionong
Wallin Hardware, Paris 37. Livestock-Supplies
ing, easy floor plan.
licensed with 2
filisq, Costa.
es. Soles ond
Tn.
For sale, Gaited Saddle Cabinets and storage
week. Iltelorteces.
years
*swims.
Modern
Service
me
Look
fifteen
so,
Sorrel,
galore
Horse,
Maple Bunk beds, small
Call NW EI Sear,
Sheet metal & SerAnswering
desk, 3 nearly new hands tall 759-1964 or over by calling CEN733-0689.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Dymaglass tires, size F70 119 2351
vice Departments
provided.
Realtors at 753-1492.
x 14, 150 engine from 1957
in
Pets-Supplies
3.
located
Is
This home
Olds. Call 753-3293 after 5
PM
Dog Obedience Protec- Circarama on a quiet
With
Maple trees you dig and tion Training and breed tree-lined street.
we
interests,
of
easing
Privclasses.
showing
dig
I
plant $1 each, or
ate instruction availa- have the financial
and plant and guaran
RANDY
ble Mary Adelman, knowledge to make it
tee for 1 year $5. each
affordable for you
436 2151
753-0635.
TNOINT011
LEE'S CARPET
Oranges, grapefruits
NEATING AND All
to
oranges
CLEANING
navel
and
CONDITIONING MC.
support the CCH Speech
Free Estimates
Team. Contact Mark
Poole; 739 11 6 6 ,
Vibre Steam or
ChristmaS delivery
Ovid
good for gifts.
Dry Cleasing.
Red crushed velvet
60/40 seats out of late
uplsektery ChaoTie eereier Nebr.for Wes
model Oldsmobile
eed
erwirks
ilinirg
awl
Good for customizing
*
Calif way (*salty SO
Call 762-2354.
753.5327
Seellowe
lii N. 701.
SurPluS JimPs, cars and
boats. Many styles for
753-1181
under $50. For in
MINS
formation, call 317 931
1961, ext 1774 A

We

=ALM

kOPPE Kt

911-344•3476

e

a

ft

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVla
We do say type
of cleaning.
474-11$38

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

13.

753-3317

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
Couoty
Sheriff
753-3151

Aluminum
Service
Co.

753-9290

Poison

3 Parking Spaces
For Rent

NOOSE FOR SALE
4 mile irom lake. Partially
3
Located /
Completed 2 bedroom borne ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.

Located Downtown Murray,
$25.00 per moth for all three.
Cal 753-1916 ask for Tod
Delaney.
Murray Lodger &

Carrier

Control

753-7588

s & ay
Upholstery
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Chevrolet

Mrs. Nanny's
funeral rites
held Sunday
The funeral for Mrs.
Lucy Nanny was Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. John Hicks and
O.D. McKendree officiated.
Burial was in Stewart
Cemetery.
Mrs. Nanny, 83, Rt. 1,
Hardin, died Friday at
4:15 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of
Dexter Church of Christ.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Agnes
Johnson, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Lela Doherty,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Mavis Young, Rt. 1,
Almo, and Mrs. Bessie
Elkins, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Nonnie Gordon, Taylor, Mich.; two
brothers, Connie Wyatt,
Rt. 1, Alm°, and Obine
Wyatt, Piggott, Ark.
Mrs. Nanny also is survived by 14 grandchildren, 42 greatgrandchildren and two
great -greatgrandchildren.

AC

Little were today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Eulas Greer officiated.
The body will be
cremated.
Mrs. Little, 71, Rt. 1,
Hardin, died Friday at
2:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She was a
nurse.
She is survived by her
husband, Ralph Little,
and one sister, Mrs. Ila
Marschik, Kent, Ohio.

1981 Plymerth Horizon
4 door red, burgundy interior, AT, AC,
77xxx miles
Now $3,700

1981 Olds Regency
4 door, white, red leather interior, diesel,
loaded, built-in C.B.
Was $10,877
Now $9,800
1981 Pontiac Grand PAS Broughom
2 tone, beige and brown, windows, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM cassette, wire cops.
Was $8,277
Now $7,900
1981 Monte Carlo
2 tone burgandy, burgany vinyl interior,
rally wheels, AM-FM, 13xxx miles.
Was $7,977.00
New $6,900.00
1981 Camaro 128
Silver, red interior, 1-top, 26xxx miles,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, AM-FM cassette.
Was $9,777
Now $7,900
1981 Dotson 280TX
2 plus 2 GLP Pag white, red leather interior, T-tops, loaded, 5 speed, 37xxx
miles.
Was $12,977
Now $11,500.00
1981 Monte Coda
Dark green, green cloth interior, V-6,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, AM-FM, 18xxx miles.
Now $6,900
Was $7,977

-17.12
31%
31%
11% -%
no trade
424
31% -%
12% -%
tn. -%
SS% -%
211%
31% +%
31% -Iv

ander
Nam

Fad
GA1
Gould DONNE/
Genn.1120in
NNWIke
C111.101B.
Neter
Galt05
1.B.M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
K Mart
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Tesaco
US. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau

13% -I
54% -1%
27%B 27%A
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204 -1%
41%-I
30% -4§
111%
44 A4
/3 -44
113311%A.
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1980 Panties Seamy&
2 door, silver, blue
power steering, power brak ci#P,onditioning, rear
W
wizio
$74n
defoger,
miles
New WON
1980 128 Comm
Silver, blue interior, 4 speed, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning,
power windows, 27,xxx miles.
Was $7,8177
980 Oldsmobile artless *.w
L5 $6,8"
4 door, blue, white vinyl top, white interior, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, 33,xxx miles,
New $5,700
Was$6,777
1910 Bold Regal United
2 door, grey, grey roof, grey interior,,
power steering, power brakes, airconditioning, cruise control, AM-FM
stereo, 37,xxx miles.
Was $6,977
Now $6,500
1979 LTD
4 door, white, red roof, red interior, power
steering, power brakes, air condition,
AM-FM. 46xxx miles.
Was $4,877
Now $4,400
Red, red interior, power steering, power
,a
9i7
r7
1c9o1n9dPi::on,
nth AM-FM.
Was $7,977
New $6,500

1978 Mercury bawd Morph
2 door, dr. blue, beige vinyl roof, beige
leather interior, loaded, 57xxx.
lbw $3,600
Was $4,277
1977 Positiac Grand his
Orange, tan top,tan interior, power steering, power brakes, air condition, rally
wheels. 65xxx miles.
Was $4,277
Now $3,400
1977 Meats Carle Lambe
Silver, red interioi-, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, 49,xxx miles.
New $3,800
Was $4,277
1977 Ford Grimed'
2 door, black, grey interior,power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, AM
FM,68,xxx miles.
Plow $2,600
Was $3,277
1977 Chevrolet Caprice
4 door, red, block interior, power steering, power brakes, air conditioing, power
windows, power locks, AM-FM, 47,xxx
miles.
Was $3,977
Now $3,500
1976 Bold ',herb
Burgondy, beige interior, loaded, 95xxx
miles.
Was $2,977
New $2,500.
1975 Ford Terme
4 door, green, automatic transmission.
Was $1,477
Now $900

1979 Said legal
2 door, burgandy, burgandy vinyl interior, power steering, power brakes, airconditioning, AM-FM, tilt wheel, road
wheels, 47xxx miles.
Was $6,977
Now $5,400
1979 Pontiac Firebird Formula
Dark blue, light blue interior, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM, power windows, 33,xxx
miles.
Now 5,300
Was $5,977
1979 Camaro 2211
Red, black interior, power windows, AMFM stereo, power locks, power steering,
power brakes, air-conditioning, 27,xxx
miles.
Was $7,277
Now $6,500
1979 Pontiac Grand Prix
Light green, dark green interior, power
steering, pOw& brakes, air-conditioning,
power windows, power lock, tilt, cruise,
AM-FM, power seats, road wheels,
46,xxx miles.
Was $6,977
New $5,700
1979 Corvette
Brown, beige interior
Was $11,977
Now $9,900.00

1976 Ford LTD
4 door, light green, dark green roof, dark
green interior, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, AM-FM, 80,xxx
miles.
Now $1,900
Was $2,477
1975 Ford Mustang
Blue, blue interior, automatic transmission, air conditioning, 75xxx miles
Now $1,400
AV $1,977
1974 Chevrolet Impala
2 door, blue, white top, power steering,
power brakes, air-conditioning, 77,xxx
miles.
Was $1,577
Now $1,000
1974 Pant-... LeMens
4 door, beige, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, power windows,
AM-FM,68,xxx miles.
Was $1,977
Now $1,400
1973 Oldsmobile Cutlass
2 door, grey, black interior, power steering, power brakes, air condition, 97xxx
miles.
Now $600.00
Was $977
Hornet
1973 AMC
transmission,
2 door, yellow, automatic
fancy wheels.
Now $1,000
Was $1,677

REDUCTION IS SAVINGS TO YOU - WHILE WE PAY LESS PROPERTY TAX
1981 Oldsmobile Tornado
Jade stone, jade stone cloth interior,
w/locks, seats, tilt, cruse, tape, 38xxx

11.17

MORE TRUCKS
FROM TAYLOR

Wb.s311,277

Now $10,300
1981 Camaro
Light blue, dark blue interior, 6 cyl.,
power steering, power brakes, air condivvations,
tope, 15xxx miles.
$7,577
Now $6,900
1980 Oldsmobile Delta
4 door, gold, gold interior, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, AMFM,cruise, 65,xxx miles.
Was $6,277
Now $5,200
1980 Chevrolet Malibu Classic
4 door, 2 tone brown, power steering,
power brakes, air-conditioning, 33,xxx
miles.
Was $5,977
Now $5,300
1980 Pontiac Phoenix
4 door, dark blue & beige, blue interior,
cruise, power steering, power brakes, airconditioning, AM-FM, 36,xxx miles.
Now, $4,300
Was $53,77
1930 Chevette
2 cipor red, camel interior, 4 speed,
60,xxx miles.
Now $3,700
Was $4,377

1981 Eicasnine
Brown, beige interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM, rally whells, 75xxx miles.
Was $6,977
Now $6,500
1931 Elcamino Soper Sport
Light blue, dark blue interior, bucket
seats, tilt, cruise, AM-FM cassette, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
rally wheels.
Was $8,277
No* $7,500
1981 Chevrolet
Short wheel base, blue and silver two
tone, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, tilt, cruise, AM-FMLTope,
duel tanks, aluminum wheels, slide back
glass, roils. 38xxx miles.
Was $8,777
Now $7,800
1981 Chevrotet
White and red interior, Silverado, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
AM-FM, tilt, cruise, power windows,
power locks, folly wheels, sliding back
glass, tool box, rails 29xxx.
Was $8,977
Now $7,900
1980 Chevrolet
Diesel, two tone red, Scotts Dole, duel
tanks, power steering, power brakes,
slide rear window, rally wheels, 34xxx
miles
Was $6,677
New $5,500
1979 G.M.C.
Yellow and white, Sierra Classic, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
tilt, AM-FM, rails, chrome wheels, 22xxx
miles
Was $6,277
Now $5,700
1979 Ford F150 414
Silver, blue interior, power steering,
power brakes, AM-FM-Tape, 4 speed,
48xxx
Was $4,977
Now $4,000
1979 Ford Crew Cab
Red, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, cruise, AM-FM.
Was $4,977
Now $3,200
1978 Chevrolet Pickup Silvered.
Brown and ton, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows
and, locks, tilt, sliding rear window, tool
box, rails, rally wheels,62xxx.miles'
Was $5,977
Now $5,500

1980 Oldsmobile Delta
2 door, brown, brown interior, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
tilt, cruise, AM-FM.
Now $5,700
Was $6,577
1980 Olds Delta
4 door, burgundy, burgundy interior,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, cruise control, AM-FM 30xxx
miles.
Now $6,200
Was $6,977
1980 Dodge Omni
4 door, beige, automatic transmission,
air-conditioning, AM-FM, luggoge rock,
wheels, 46,xxx miles.
Now $4,400
Was $4,977
1980 AMC Concord
2 door, brown, brown interior, power
steering, power brakes, air-conditioning,
AM-FM,64,xxx miles.
New $3,400
Was $4,277

sr

1979 Chevrolet Caprice
4 door, white & red 4,Hterior, power steering, power braker_-0V ,:onditioning, AMFM,tilt, cruise, ,,,xxx miles.
Now $5,600
Was $5,977
1979 Chrysler Cordoba
White, red interior, power steering, power
brakes, air condition.
Now $3,700
Was $4,577
1979 Buick Electra Limited
2 door, blue, blue cloth interior, loaded.
37xxx miles.
Now $6,300
Was $6,977
1979 Ford T-Bird
White, Gold interior, tilt, cruise, power
seat, power steering, power brakes, air
condition. 65xxx miles.
Now $4,600
Was $4,977
1978 Chevrolet Caprice
4 door
red interior, tilt, cruise, AMFM, power steering, power brakes, air
condition, 79xxx miles.
Was $3,277
Plow $2,800
197$ Cutlass Supreme
2 door, bronze, beige top, beige vinyl interior, power steering, power brakes, airconditioning, 66,xxx miles, rally wheels.
Was $4,177
Nowe $3,900

OPEN TIL 8 P.M.

10 DAY SALE ONLY

1978 °mtt*
u
4 door, bros•c0,01ir-conditioning,
automatic trans,'
7,3ion, 49,xxx miles.
Was $2,977
Now $2,700
1978 Comoro Rally Sport
Black & yellow, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, AM-FM, 68,xxx
miles.
lbw $4,500
Was $5,177
1978 Mercury Bob Cat
Beige, 4 speed, 4 cyl.
Was $2,977
Now $2,100
1978 Chrysler Cordoba
Grey, grey interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning.
Was $4,977
Now $3,800
1973 Lemmas
4 door, light blue, blue vinly interior, tilt,
AM-FM,67xxx miles
Was $3,277
Now $2,800

1971 Pontiac Grand Prix
Gold, white top, white interior, power
steering, power brakes, air-conditioning.
Was $1,777
Now $1,500
1968 Ford Mustang
Burgandy, black interior, 3 speed
Was $1,777
Now $1,400
1968 Volkwagen
Blue.
Now $700
Was $1,275
1978 Chevrolet Pickup
Red,6 cylinder, 3 speed, 64x xx
Now $3,200
Was'$3,977
1977 Chevrolet Pickup Silvered°
Beige and tan, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, tilt, AM-FM, rally wheels, rails, 62xxx miles.
Was $4,977
Now $4,500
1973 G.M.C.
Green and beige, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning.
Was $1,477
Now $1,000
1973 Dodge
Bronze and white, power steering, power
brakes, automatic 69xxx miles
Now $1,400
Was $1,777
1969 Jeep Commando 4x4
Orange, white top
Now $1,500
Was $1,877

753-2617
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1967 Chevrolet
Red, V8, automatic
Wos $1,277
Now $977
1971 Ford 1 Ton
Blue, 4 speed, flat bed.
Was $1,477
Nom $900
'at Von
1977 Ch.--ft
Yellow,6 cylindt SOtv_ed, 48xxx miles.
New $2,600
Was $3,477
1978 G.M.C. Mobile Nome
White, loaded with extras. 56xxx miles.
Was $11,577
New $111,800
1982 Chevrolet
Block, red interior, Silverado, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
tilt, rally wheels,8xxx miles.
Now $8,400
Was $9,277

Chevrolet
Taylor
Dwain
S.
Chevrolet

3

ENDS NOV. 13TH
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Chevrolet

u CHECK US BEFORE YOU BUY A USED CAR OR TRUCK SOMEWHERE ELSE

Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Te4epbone

Chevro/et

LOCAL ANK FINANCING AVAILABLE

1982 Oldsmobile Delta Royal
4 door, beige, beige cloth interior, power
steering, power brakes, air condition. tilt
cruise, AM-FM, divided seats, 22xxx
miles.
Was $9,577
New $8,800
1981 Corvette
Blue, silver interior, gloss top, loaded
18,xxx miles.
Now $13,900
Was $14,977
1981 Citetbe
4 door, red, camel interior, power steering, air-conditioning, 4 speed tmonsmission, roof rock, rally wheels, 39,xxx
miles.
New $5,477
Was $6,977

Stock market

Industrial Average

Cr., vrolet

1982 top'
2 tone, light and dark Jodestone, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM, wheels, 21xxx miles
New $8,500
Was $8,977
1982 °Msso Soprano
4 door, grey, burgandy interior, power
steering, power brakes, oir conditioning,
tilt, cruise, AM-FM, divided secites,
26xxx miles.
Was $8,977
Now $8,500

Trivia buffs
win contest
EUREKA, Calif. (AP)
- Where did the cartoon
character Crusader Rabbit live?
The team of trivia buffs
who knew the correct
answer to be Galahad
Glen sprinted past 14
competing teams to win
the King of the Mountain
Team Trivia contest
Saturday at the Eureka
Theater. It contest was to
raise money for the North
Coast Special Olympics.
Each five-member
team submitted an
answer to questions, most
involving movie and
television tidbits, picked
at random by three
judges.

Chevrolet

USED CAR &TRUCK REDUCTION ?

Linard Carrell Mrs. Little's
dies;funeral rites Sunday
rites Sunday
Services for Mrs. Irene
Final rites for Linard
Carrell were Sunday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Harry Yates
and the Rev. Don Farmer
officiated.
Burial was in Bazzell
Cemetery.
Mr. Carrell, 73, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, died Friday at
9:30 p.m. at Community
Hospital, Mayfield. A
daughter, Mrs. J.V. Pea,
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Pauline Carrell; two daughters, Mrs.
Clayton Arnett, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Mrs.
Royce Allen, Rt. 2,
Mayfield; one son, Ted
Owen Carrell, Farmington.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs Ruth
Hoke, Coldwater, and
Mrs. Eurie Wilkerson and
Mrs. Luther Dunn, both
of Mayfield; one brother,
Cleatus Carrell, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; eight grandchildren; one greatgranchild.
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